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FOREWORD

Over the last few years many nuclear power plant organizations have completed
Level 1 Probabilistic Safety Assessments (PSA) to identify and understand key plant
vulnerabilities.

As a result of the availability of PSA studies, there is a desire to use the
information contained in them to enhance plant safety, and to operate the nuclear stations
in the most efficient manner. PSA is an effective tool for this purpose as it assists plant
management to target resources where the largest benefit to plant safety can be obtained.

The Committee on the Use of Atomic Energy for Peaceful Purposes of Bulgaria is
interested in these aspects of PSA and thus offered to host a one week workshop on "PSA
Applications".

The objective of this workshop was to present detailed, systematic and useful
information about PSA-based tools and PSA applications.

The first presentation of the workshop was titled "The role of PSA in safety
management". This topic served to introduce the workshop and to highlight several
concepts that were afterwards stressed during the week, i.e. the defence in depth principle
and the use of deterministic and probabilistic approaches in a complementary way. This
presentation provided a basis for the discussion of "PSA applications".

As a complement to the theoretical lectures, there was a workshop during which
three different exercises were run in parallel. For two of these, computer-based PSA tools
were used. One of them was focused towards the analysis of design modifications and the
other one towards demonstrating configuration control strategies. The objective of the
third practice was to obtain Allowed Outage Times using different PSA-based approaches
and to discuss the differences observed and the insights obtained.

To conclude the workshop, stress was put on the importance of the quality of the
PSA (the development of a high quality Living PSA should be the first step), the necessity
to be cautious (before taking decisions both the qualitative and numerical results should be
carefully analyzed), and the logical order for the implementation of PSA applications
(first of all, efforts should be dedicated to "solve" plant vulnerabilities, or to remove the
major contributors to the risk in relation to the design and operation areas. Only then,
other more sophisticated applications can be implemented).

This workshop was organized in the framework of the Technical Co-operation
project RER/9/035.
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"The Role of PSA in Safety Management"

presented by
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The Role of PSA in Safety Management T.Szikszai

Content
slide 2

Defense in Depth principle
- The Role of the Barriers

- How does PSA Represent the Barriers?

The Safety Management and the Nuclear Power Plant
The Probabilistic and Deterministic Approaches
- How do they complement each other?

The PSA Applications and the Safety Management

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996
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The Defense in Depth Principle

\

0
II. J
III. /
IV.

• Classical interpretation of the barriers
- Physical barriers

• Abstract interpretation of the barriers
- Technological systems

• systems of normal operation

• safety systems

• accident localization systems

- Administrative barriers

• operating instructions, Tech.Spec.

• EOP's

• Accident Management Procedures

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996

The defense in depth principle is one of the basic principles of the nuclear power plant safety.
The source of the risk shall be isolated by concentrically located barriers in order to avoid the
contamination of the environment and high radioactive doses to the local habitants. The
classical interpretation of the barriers is the cladding-primary coolant boundary-containment
three-layer structure. The primary circuit is fully inside the containment, the fuel within the
cladding is inside the primary circuit. (Sometimes the fuel matrix is also a member as the first
barrier.) The main source of the risk of the radioactive doses is the fission products normally
inside the fuel cladding, and it is surrounded by these barriers.

There is a more abstract interpretation of the principle. Lets consider the figure on the slide as
the space of the possible plant states. The region I. is the normal operating states, the region II.
is the abnormal states, the region III. is the accidents with core damage, and the region IV.
accidents with large radioactive release. There are two kinds of barriers preventing state
transition from one state to another, technological and administrative barriers. The
technological barriers are the systems of normal operation (operating parameter controls,
control valves,...etc.), the safety systems (reactor protection system, ECCS, AFWS,...etc.) and
the accident localization systems (spray systems, containment). The administrative barriers are
the following: I. normal operating instructions and the Tech.Spec., II. the Emergency
Operating Procedures and III. Accident Management Procedures. Together with the
technological barriers they strengthen and sometimes complement the classical barriers.
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The Defense in Depth Principle (cont'd)

Properties of the barriers:

- What is the barrier able to cope with? (height)
The design basis

- Is it sure any time? (integrity)
Reliability

Low frequency of attacks, being able to cope with
wide spectrum of events and high barrier
reliability give together safety.

= > use PSA to evaluate the effectiveness of the
protection

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996

The safety is influenced by three main factors:

1.) The barriers are designed to cope with a given severity of events. The inner barriers with
less severe, the outers with more severe events. The severity of the events is defined by the
design basis events of the barriers. This is the most severe event the barrier is designed to keep
inside.

2.) The barriers are characterized also by their reliability. The barrier reliability is the
probability of keeping the events inside. For different events the reliability can be different, so
the reliability is event specific.

3.) The generation of the situation to be protected against is the third factor influencing the
safety. One could say, in extreme case, when no event can occur, there is nothing to be
protected against, so the barriers are meaningless, or the plant is very safe itself. Of course, this
is not realistic. The frequency of the events is a plant property and a very important (if not the
most important one) characteristic of the safety, but not the only one.

When analyzing a safety issue the individual handling of these factors is not enough, and can
lead to wrong, or at least not proper conclusions. The best way is to take into account all three
factors.

The PSA takes into account these three factors together, and is able to give an integrated
picture on the safety. So it is a very useful tool to evaluate any safety related issue.
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The Safety Management and the Nuclear Power Plant Safety

Feed forward Feed back

I potential events L i — Plant Safety

Initial knowledge

MfiaJ. VjlWtM>e>. Afeoniw. 199J

Three group of mechanisms and
tools to provide high level of
safety:
- initial knowledge

• DBA

- feedforward

• PSA

• experiments

- feedback

• event investigation

• internal and external

experience feedback

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-1 ] October 1996

Maintaining high safety level in a nuclear power plant requires the combination of three
groups of mechanisms working together. These are the initial knowledge, feedforward and
feedback. These mechanisms are supported with information by different types of analysis.

The initial knowledge of the nuclear power plant is provided by the initial safety analysis, that
is mainly the deterministic design basis analyses. Sometimes, especially for the new designs,
the PSA can contribute the initial knowledge.

The feedforward is fed by the analysis of the potential events. That is mainly the PSA. Some
experiments belong to this type of analysis, because the performers are interested in insights
before an event occurs.

The feedback is provided by the analysis of the experience. It can be the event investigation to
learn lessons from already occurred events inside and outside the plant. It also can be
supported by the PSA (ex.: PSA based event evaluation).

As one can see, this interpretation of the safety is very similar to the one shown on the last
slide, and the conclusions are almost the same. The PSA can be a useful tool to achieve high
level of safety.
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The Probabilistic and Deterministic Approaches

i

The probabilistic and the deterministic
approaches have the same objective: to
find the safe region in the space of the
possible plant states.

Which one is better?

The complementary use of both is the best.

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications. Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996

Many people ask the question: Which approach is better, the probabilistic, or the
deterministic? This question is coming from the fact, that the probabilistic safety assessment is
younger than the deterministic safety assessment. One could think, the younger approach is
more modern, and it will replace the older one. This dangerous thought is strong especially
among people in the PSA field. The "opposition", who are mainly the people not
understanding the PSA, would say: the only way to approach the safety is the deterministic
way, and PSA is to be performed because it is needed to license the nuclear power plant.

The reality is that both of them are looking for the region in the possible plant states, where the
operation of the nuclear power plant is thought to be safe enough, and they find more or less
the same region. One expresses the safety in terms of low risk, the other defines strict (?) rules
and parameter limitations. The objective is the same, and being different approaches, of course
there are regions covered by one and not covered by the other one. It does not mean, that one is
more strict or better, than the other.

From the point of view of the safety the right answer is to use both approaches in order to find
the region found safe enough by both methods, i.e. the region with low risk fulfilling the
deterministic requirements. That should be the principle of a modern risk based safety
regulation.
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The Role of PSA Applications in the Safety Management
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PSA applcatcr.

"Self regulating" control system
regulating the risk down, if the
information speed is high
enough.

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996

The primary information are on one hand the maintenance and test schedules, on the other
hand the random disturbances, such as random component failures, or human errors.

This information is needed to define the actual plant configuration, and the equipment states.

The actual plant state is a direct input to the Risk Monitor giving information for the
immediate use.

The actual plant configuration is also an input to the equipment reliability properties for the
evaluation of the long term equipment behavior.

The reliability information is then used for the "living PSA" updating.

Using the models and results of the "living PSA", the Risk Monitor gives the input for the
given PSA application. The "living PSA" in some cases directly inputs to the PSA application.

The PSA applications are important contributors to the plant maintenance and test scheduling
activity, that can further affect the random equipment behavior. Also the modifications and the
safety upgrading activity are influenced by the PSA applications. These are the feedback
effects in the whole system.

Thus, on that way a self-regulating control system is provided, and as a result the use of PSA is

followed by overall risk reduction.
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One More Slide

The PSA applications are very useful tools to
maintain high safety, if the user understands
the basic safety philosophy, and regards the
nuclear power plant safety consisting of
many components, not underestimating
anyone of them.

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996
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PRESENTATION OVERVIEW

• What is PSA.

• Structure of a PSA.

• Relationship of the PSA to Plant Operations

• PSA Software.

WHAT IS PSA?

Probabilistic
-> The use of past experience and results to predict future

events.

Safety
-> The identification of the strengths and weaknesses of the

plant design and operation with respect to safety.

Assessment
-> The development of plant models to enable a quantitative

evaluation of the areas of concern.
• Core damage frequency.
• Fission product release frequency.
• Magnitude of fission product release.
• Offsite consequence of fission product release.

10



WHAT IS PSA?
(Continued)

There are many types of risk assessment
methodologies, some providing qualitative
results and some providing quantitative
results.
A PSA provides quantitative results in the
form of point estimate and probability
distributions that a risk event will occur (i.e.,
core damage).
For the nuclear reactor industry, PSA is used
to describe the risk assessment method
involving a combination of analysis
techniques such as event tree and fault tree
analysis.

RECOGNIZE PSA FOR WHAT IT DOES

• Identification of safety issues.
• Effective allocation of limited resources.
• Improve plant availability.
• Resolution of licensing issues in a rational

manner.

11



RECOGNIZE PSA FOR WHAT IT DOES

PSA IS PSA IS NOT

Information A Cure All

Living Document One Shot Deal

Management Decision Tool

STRUCTURE OF A PSA

Fig.1 Overview of Level 1 PSA Methodology
Fig.2 Overview of Level 2 PSA Methodology

12
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RELATIONSHIP OF THE PSA TO
PLANT OPERATIONS

A PSA is a mathematic model of the risk of a
plant. This model incorporates plant specific
design and operation features for a unit such
as:

- Accident initiators based on plant specific design.
-> Accident sequences based upon expected system

responses.
- System models represent presently installed systems,

including secondary and support systems.
-> Failure rates based upon plant failure data, when

available.
-> Maintenance unavailabilities based upon plant

maintenance frequencies and practices.
-> Human error rates calculated using plant specific

procedures and training.

PSA SOFTWARE

Computer software is used to support all
phases of a PSA, including:

- Level I Fault Tree and Event Tree Analysis:
• PSAPACK
• NUPRA
• RISKMAN
• Risk Spectrum
• SETS
• CAFTA
• IRRAS

15



PSA SOFTWARE

T/H Codes
• RELAP 5/3.2
• ATHLET

• CATHARE
Level II Containment Analysis:

• MELCORE
• NUCAP
• MAAP
• Source Term Code Package

External Events:
• EPRI FIVE
• SEISMIC
• COMPBRN

16
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CONTENTS:

General Concepts

Example Fault Tree, used to illustrate importance measures

Birnbaum's Structural Importance

Criticality Importance

Fussel-Vesely Importance

Upgrading Function

Risk Achievement Worth

Risk Reduction Worth

IMPORTANCE MEASURES:
GENERAL CONCEPTS

Importance Measures are used to assess the contribution of a component, basic
event, or cutset to the PSA result

(The PSA result may be a risk measure, core damage frequency, system failure
probability, etc)

There are several different methods for assessing importances

The following two factors can determine importances:

1. The arrangement of components (for instance, components in series may
play a more important role than those placed in parallel)

2. The reliability (failure probability) of components

Importance measures help to understand the PSA, and to apply it to decision
making

18
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EXAMPLE FAULT TREE

19
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1. BIRNBAUMS STRUCTURAL IMPORTANCE

1.1 CONCEPTS

• This measure makes physical sense when applied to the probability of a fault
tree top event.

• Physical meaning:

The probability that the system is in a state where a particular component
is critical (this means that if the component fails, the system will fail).

• Definition:

(Probability of top event with component failure probability — 1)

"minus"

(Probability of top event with component failure probability — 0)

• Does not take into account the reliability of the component

1.2 EXAMPLE CALCULATION OF BIRNBAUM'S STRUCTURAL
IMPORTANCE

• The cutsets from the tree are:

A+BC+B-D

• The probability of the TOP event is :

• The Birbaum Importance for component A is: BIRA =

(UPB'PC+PB-PD) -(O+PB-PC+PB-PD) = 1

• The Birbaum Importance for component B is: BIRg =

20
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• The Birbaum Importance for component C is:

(PA +PB-1 +PB-PD)-(PA +PBWB-PD) =PB

2. CRITICALITY IMPORTANCE

2.1 CONCEPTS

• Physical meaning:

The probability that event "i" has occurred and is critical to system
failure.

• Definition:

(Fractional change in system unavailability)

"divided by"

(Fractional change in component failure probability)

• Mathematical expression:

AP(TOP)
P(TOP) _

AP(i) AP(i) P(TOP)

2.2 EXAMPLE CALCULATION OF CRITICALITY IMPORTANCE:

• The cutsets from the tree are:

A+BC+BD

The probability of the TOP event is :

P=PA+PBPC+PBPD

21
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The criticality importance for component A is: CRITA =

dP_PA_
dPA P

dP P +P -P +P -P
urA rA rB rC rBrD

P +p .p +p .p
rA rBrC rBrD

3. FUSSEL-VESELY IMPORTANCE

3.1 CONCEPTS

• Can be applied to any PSA result

• Represents the probability that a certain basic event, component, cutset is the
cause if the top event occurs; it is the fractional contribution to the result

• Can also be applied to groups of cutsets (i.e. all cutsets that contain maintenance
events) or groups of components

• Definition:

(Probability of top event due only to cutsets of interest)

"divided by"

(Probability of top event)

22
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**s ^ _ ^ _ _ _ _ _ ^ _ _ _ _ _ ^ _ ^ _ _ _ ^ _ _ ^ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ^ _ ^ _ _ _ ^

3.2 EXAMPLE CALCULATION OF FUSSEL-VESELY IMPORTANCE

• The cutsets from the tree are:

A+B-C+B-D

• The probability of the TOP event is :

P=P +P 'P +P 'P

• The Fussel-Vesely importance for component A is: FU-VEA =

+p .p +p .p
rBrC rBrD

The Fussel-Vesely importance for a group of components, i.e., C AND D is:
FU-VEC,D =

p .p +p .p
rB rC rB rD
+p .p +

23
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4. UPGRADING FUNCTION

4.1 CONCEPTS

• Definition:

{Fractional change in system unavailability)

"divided by"

(Fractional change in component failure rate)

• Mathematical expression:

LP{TOP)

P(TOP) _AP(TOP). k(i)
P(TOP)

Hi)

4.2 EXAMPLE CALCULATION OF UPGRADING FUNCTION IMPORTANCE

• The cutsets from the tree are:

A+BC+BD

• The probability of the TOP event is :

P-P +p .p +p .p

Where:

p -*"*'
B 2

24
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The Upgrading Function for component B is: U P G R - F U N C B

dP }B_

dxb'p~

^ B

4̂ JO C D D

5. RISK ACHIEVEMENT WORTH

5.1 CONCEPTS

• The Risk Achievement Worth is defined as the increase in risk when a
component is assumed not to be there or to have failed

• The Risk Achievement Worth can either be defined as a ratio or as an interval

• Definition:

(probability of top event with component failure probability — 1)

"divided by"

(probability of top event)

5.2 EXAMPLE CALCULATION OF RISK ACHIEVEMENT WORTH
IMPORTANCE

• The cutsets from the tree are:

A+B-C+BD

25
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The probability of the TOP event is :

P=PA+PBPC+PBPD

The Risk Achievement Worth for component A is: RAWA =

1+PB-PC+PBPD

PA+PBPC+PBPD

The Risk Achievement Worth for component B is: RAWB =

p +p .p +p .p
rA rBrC rBrD

The Risk Achievement Worth for component C is: RAWC =

PA+PB-UPB-PD

PA+PBPC+PBPD

6. RISK REDUCTION WORTH

• The Risk Reduction Worth is defined as the decrease in risk when a component
is assumed to be optimized or be made perfectly reliable

• The Risk Reduction Worth can either be defined as a ratio or as an interval

• Definition:

(Probability of top event)

"divided by"

(Probability of top event with component failure probability = 0)

26
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6.2 EXAMPLE CALCULATION OF RISK REDUCTION WORTH
IMPORTANCE

The cutsets from the tree are:

A+BC+BD

The probability of the TOP event is :

P=PA+PBPC+PBPD

The Risk Reduction Worth for component A is: RRWA =

PA +PBPC+PBPD . PA +PBPB+PBPD

Q+PB-PC+PB-PD ' PB-PC+PB-PD

The Risk Reduction Worth for component B is: RRWB =
PA+PBPC+PBPD PA+PBPC+PBPC

PA+Q-PC+Q-PD ' PA

The Risk Reduction Worth for component C is: RRWC =

PA+PBPC+PBPD _ PA+PBPC+PBPD

P
D

 PA+PBPD

NSXT PAGS(S)
Jeft BLANK
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PRESENTATION OVERVIEW

The aim of this presentation is to gain an
understanding of the requirements for a PSA
to be considered a Living PSA. The
presentation is divided into the following
topics

• Definition
• Planning/Documentation
• Task Performance
• Maintenance
• Management

DEFINITION

A Living PSA is a risk model of the plant
which reflects the known design and
operational parameters, and is documented in
such a way that each aspect of the model can
be directly related to existing plant
documentation or the analysts assumptions,
in the absence of such information. Inherent
in this definition is that the psa will have the
full acceptance of plant personnel.

Desirable attributes are
-« realistic success criteria
-> plant specific data, when available
— reasonable solution time

30



PSA PLANNING AND INITIATION

• Definition of the scope of the PSA
-» Based on the intended applications
-» Information and experience of the PSA team

• Minimal set of documentation
->• Project Plan

-> QA Plan

-» Task Procedures
-> Analysis Files/Calculation Noted
— Document data Base

-> Maintenance and Applications Manual

PROJECT AND QA PLANS

The Project Plan provides the guidance for the initial
performance of the PSA and ensures that resources
are used effictively
The QA Plan provides the necessary quality controls
for the performance of the initial analysis and the
ongoing maintenance of the PSA

-> QA documentation
- List of documents subject to quality control

• Analysis files

• Procedures
• Review documents

- Review
• Internal
• Plant
• External

31



TASK PROCEDURES

Methodology/Techniques to be used in the
performance of each task
Reference documents
Modelling assumptions
Interface with other tasks

ANALYSIS FILES

Reference to all documents used in the
development of the model
Description of the system, events, etc
Details of the development of each section of
the model, including assumptions where
there is insufficient information in the
reference documents
Hard copy of the model elements

- Event Sequence Diagram (ESD)
- Event Tree (ET)

- Fault Tree (FT)

- Data
- E t c

32



DOCUMENT DATA BASE

List of all projects with cross reference to the
sections of the analysis in which they are
used. This includes the analysis files
themselves, as there are many interactions
between tasks. The minimum information in
the data base is

-> Document number/revision number
-> Date of issue
-» Analysis file section

-» Source of document
-» Section of document used

TASK PERFORMANCE

There are a number of giudes for the
performance of a PSA issued by the IAEA, so
the aim in the following slides is to identify
specific modelling issues which are directly
related to the completion, and maintenance of
a living PSA. The majority of these issues are
associated with the intended applications of
the model and ensure that the completed
study can meet these applications

33



INITIATING EVENTS

Generic Events for rare events such as Loss
of Coolant Accidents and steam/feedwater
line break
Plant specific events which have occured

- Root cause of events, this is needed for applications relating to
precursor analysis and use of the PSA in the safety monitor.
The three categories are

• Tests
• Random

• Maintenance activities

Combination of generic data and plant data

ACCIDENT SEQUENCES

The development of Event Sequence
Daigrams (ESD) is of great benefit in
communicating the process of event tree
construction to the plant staff not familiar
with PSA. The essential elements are

-> Flow diagram of the performance of each of the systems
required to maintain decay heat removal, following the
initiating event

-> Signal/ control actuations
— Operator interactions
- Beyond design basis events leading to core damage
->• Low frequency events treated not developed further, so treated

as leading to core damage

34



EVENT SEQUENCES DIAGRAM

see fig.3

ACCIDENT SEQUENCES
(contd)

Event Trees
- Based on information in the ESD
- AH safety function success criteria are clearly documented with

reference to the source documents or T/H analysis
-> Realistic T/H analysis performed where possible in order to

establish the minimum system requirements and timing of
required operator actions forthe human reliability task

- Inclusion of the containment systems, when a level 2 analysis is
within the scope of the study. Even if a level 2 analysis is not
part of the immediate project some thought should be given to
the the relvence of the event tree structure to offsite release

35
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ACCIDENT SEQUENCES
(contd)

Safety Function development should be well
documented and include the following
information

-» All systems which can contribute to the function
-> Dependence of the function on the success or failure of previous

functions
- AH relevent procedures and the resulting necessity to include

operator actions, which are not in the fault trees, in the function,
or as a unique function

~ Boundary conditions which will uniquely identify the function
and there dependency on the following

• Initiating event

• Success or failure of one or more early functions in the
event tree

— Lists of house /switch events or "attributes" should be developed
for each function

SYSTEM ANALYSIS

The following information relevent to each
system should be clearly documented

-> The as installed design
-» Operating experience

• Failures of room cooling or cooling to the component
• Instrumentation and control related events
• Electric power dependency (cooling to room where

breakers are located)
-> System boundary and interface with other systems. This is

important both to avoid gaps in the modelling of systems and
overlap between models leading to double modelling of events

— Component boundaries
-> Testing/maintenance/calibration matrix to assist in the

identification of potential common cause operator actions or
other contributors to common cause failures
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DATA ANALYSIS

The following key areas need to be clearly
documented

— Component boundaries (exactly the same as in the systems
analysis task)

— Iniating event groups (information supplied by the accident
sequence subtask)

-> Plant Specific data records
• Initiating events
• Component failures
• Maintenance activities
• Test activities (duration and impact on system availability)
• Impact of test/maintenence activities on initiating event

frequencies

• Basic event naming scheme
• Applications oriented

• Common Cause failure analysis

DATA ANALYSIS
(contd)

• Example Basic Event Naming Scheme
abbcdddxxxxeefff

a - unit number
b - system identifier
c - train identifier
d - component type
x - component number
e - failure mode
f - location
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HUMAN RELIABILITY

Use plant procedures to identify and
characterise the events identified in the event
and fault tree analysis
Use any plant experience
Event Naming scheme should be aimed at
enabling the analysis to be updated when
procedures are modified, as shown in the
example below

HEP-abbbbccc
a - prior to trip 1

post trip 3
recovery r

b - procedure number
c - procedure step

QUANTIFICATION

All boundary conditions and attributes should
be documented for each of the functions with
cross reference to the event tree and
sequence in which they occur

Extensive sensitivity analysis an all epistemic
uncertainty issues should be performed
Importance analysis should cover system,
trains, and functions as well as basic events
Uncertainty analysis should be performed
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SHUTDOWN MODES

Plant specific information relating to the
following should be collected and
documented

- Plant operating states (POS)
• Time in each state
• Inoitiating events which can occur in each state
• Equipment availability in each state. The boundary

conditions leading to the isolation or removal from service
of systems (such as high pressure injection when RCS
pressure drops to a certain value) should documented

• Plant procedures used in each state. Some of these
procedures may have the potential to lead to initiating
events as well as mitigate the consequences. For example
draining the vessel prioe to head removal

EXTERNAL EVENTS

The following external events would normally
be included in a living PSA

-» Internal fires

- Internal and external flooding
-* Strong winds
-* Seismic events
-» Aircraft Impact

-» Industrial facility/transportation accidents

Many events, within the above analyses, are
screened out on frequency or other grounds.
The basis for this, and events screened out,
should be documented so that they can be
reviewed following a design change
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FIRE ANALYSIS
In the living PSA the development of the fire initiating
events and barrier analysis should be strongly
influenced by the plant waikdown and historical data
on the following

-» Position of fire doors

->• Inspection of fire barriers

— Transient combustibles

It is important to develop fire impact vectors for each
fire area not screened out, relating components and
cabling in the area to basic events in the fault tree
models. This will be used to modify the fault trees
developed for the internal events, for use in the fire
event trees for each location. This information is
critical for updating the study following design
changes

FLOODING ANALYSIS

• The same comments on the plant specific
information and the development of the
impact vectors for the fire analysis are
applicable to the flooding analysis.

• Additional analysis relating to floods from
lakes, rivers, dams or the sea (tsunami)
should be included
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SEISMIC ANALYSIS

The plant walkdown is an important part of
this analysis. It should be repeated after each
refuellig outage, or design change to ensure
that the installation of new equipment or
mounting of existing equipment meets the
assumptions of the equipment fragility
analysis

Seismic impact vectors should be developed
as forthe other tasks
The hazard analysis information should be
available to the analysts and periodically
reviewed

OTHER EXTERNAL EVENTS

A record should be kept of all industrial
processes involving hazardous materials so
that changes in the vicinty of the plant can be
tracked and compared with the original risk
assessment of such facilities
Construction of new roads, railways, or
changes in flight paths should be treated in
the same way
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MAINTENANCE OF THE LIVING
PSA

• Two issues which arise are the frequency of
updating and the process to be adopted

• Frequency of updating
-» Following each refuelling outage

-> After a design change/major reconstruction has been
implemented

-» Following a change in the understanding of plant performance
(success criteria)

• Updating Process
-»Identification of the necessaruy changes
-»Implementation of the changes

• A scheme for the updating is shown in the
following diagram

UPDATING PROCESS

• see fig.4
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ESTABLISH
ASSUMPTIONS
MADE IN EACH
TASK

DETERMINE WHAT
NEW INFORMATION
WILL BE AVAILABLE
FOR EACH TASK

1/2

1/3

REVISE
TASK PLAN
FOR EACH
TASK

REVISE
DOCUMENT
DATA BASE

PERFORM NEW
ANALYSIS FOR EACH
TASK

ISSUE NEW
EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY

PREPARE SCHEDULE
FOR PSA UPDATE TO
MEET TARGET
COMPLETION DATE

DETERMINE IF NEW
INFORMATION WILL
BE AVAILABLE TO
MEET SCHEDULE

REVISE MODEL IN
COMPUTER AND
WRITE ADDENDUM
FOR ANALYSIS FILE

CONSIDER WHETHER
TO ISSUE NEW FULL
REPORT (REVISION 1)

no

PERFORM
SENSITIVITY AND
IMPORTANCE
ANALYSIS TO
INTERPRET RESULTS

REVISE SAFETY
MONITOR MODEL
AND INSTALL

1/2

yes

1/3

yes

Fig. 4 Updating process



MANAGEMENT AND RESOURCES

• Approved by plant manager
• Budget item at the plant
• Specific department responsible for the

maintenance and application of the PSA
- Independent Safety Group
-» Nuclear analysis/fuel group

- Engineering (rarely)

• The resources depends on the number of
units and the level and scope of the PSA.
Examples of staff are

- Temelin (2 units) 4

-> Virginia Power (4 units) 4

- Perry (1 unit) 1

MANAGEMENT AND RESOURCES

The majority of plants with a living PSA use
contractor staff for specialist areas of the
analysis, or when there is a peak workload.
Typical tasks supported in this way are

-> Human reliability analysis
-> Thermal hydraulic analysis
- Special aspects of data reduction and common cause failure

analysis
-* Level 2 and containment analysis
-» Seismic hazard and fragility analysis
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PROJECT STAFF QUALIFICATIONS

• The living PSA project team is usually made
up from personnel from the various
departments at the plant so that they have a
good background in plant operations ,
maintenance, training, engineering and safety
analysis

• They will all be capable of performing the
basic fault and event tree analysis. If there
are three or four members, then it is usually
for each member to concentrate on specific
areas. A typical split would be

— Team Leader - Accident sequence analysis, Interpretation of
results

-> Team member - Quantification, Data, Human Reliability
-* Team member - Systems analysis

CONCLUSIONS

A number of plants have Living PSA. In all
cases they were implemented as the result of
a positive decision by the top management to
establish a strong safety culture. The
existence of such a culture results in all
potential design and operational changes,
and deviations from normal operation, being
submitted to the PSA staff, for assessment of
the risk implications of the change or event.
Once such a PSA is developed, and the
organisation for its use established, the team
are contacted on a daily basis by any of the
departments at the plant. It also forms an
integral part of the routine inspection process
performed by the regulator.
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PRESENTATION OVERVIEW

The aim of this presentation is to show how the
PSA can be used to determine the risk impact
of the various deterministic processes for
plant design or operational changes, and the
evaluation of off normal events that occur at
the plant. The presentation is divided into the
following topics

• Identification of issues
• Task/element identification
• Modelling changes
• Data changes

ISSUE DEFINITION

Extent of issue
Expected results

-> Risk significance
-> Risk based prioritizatio
-> Risk based ranking

An example of this is allowed outage times
(AOT). The risk contribution from each AOT
can be compared and ranked aginst each
other or against an absolute standard. In the
latter case it will now be necessary to definr
the standard
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RELATION OF ISSUE TO PSA AREA

• It is necessary to relate the issue to one of the
specific tasks within the living PSA.

• If no task exists then it may be possible to
create a new task

• For example security and sabotage are
usually excluded from a PSA, but the a new
external event task could be developed to
investigate this issue

• Identify the elements within the task which
are impacted by the issue. For example AOT
are associated with maintenance modelling,
whereas procedures are related to the human
reliability modelling

RELATION OF ISSUE TO PSA AREA
(contd)

• At this stage it may be found that there is
insufficient information in the PSA to proceed
in a given direction

• In the case of the evaluation of the impact of
changing an AOT it may be found that there is
no modelled relationship between the
maintenance unavailability basic event and
the postulated AOT for that equipment. In
this case it is not possible to evaluate the
impact on risk of changing the AOT

• The modeeling assumptions can be changed
to incorporate information relating to the
issue so that an evaluation can be made
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CHANGES IN LOGIC MODELS

Changes in the logic models will result from
one or more of the following

-> Change in assumptions leading to changes in the
success criteria. This can result in a major exercise as it
will require changes to the fault trees, function definitions
and the event trees

- Changes in system design

-> Changes in procedures

Changes in data will result from one of the
following

- Improved generic data
- Plant specific information

NO MODIFICATIONS IDENTIFIED

• It may not be possible to identify any changes
to the model relating to the issue under
consideration. In this case the next step is to
determine it can be addressed by the
performance of importance, sensitivity, or
uncertainty analysis.

• An example of this is the use of the existing
model to compare the AOT for a range of
components by evaluating the CDF for each
component in turn, with the assumption that
all other components are not in maintenance.
This is best performed by the use of a "Top
Logic Model"
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TOP LOGIC MODEL

In any PSA software which uses a combination of
fault and event trees, and a fault tree algorithm for
the solution of large sections of the model, it is
possible to construct a single fault tree for all the
sequences in the event trees. If this is done
externally to the software (In a number of codes
this done internally - RISK SPECTRUM) a much
more compact model can be produced with
running times a factor of 5 to 10 faster than the full
model. All the detailed sequence information is
lost but the model is ideal for doing a large number
of repetitive calculations, or to take a "quick look"
at an issue, such as the one raised in the previous
slide

CONCLUSIONS

A step by step approach to the application
process will ensure that the results of the
PSA are applied consistently and the
conclusions on the risk significance of the
issue under investigation valid
For a quantitative evaluation to be performed
the issue under review must relate to an
explicitly quantifiable assumption (or data), or
result in a change to the event or fault tree
models

The construction of a "Top Logic Model" is of
considerable benefit for the application of the
PSA to a number of issues
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ISSUE

1

WHICH OF PSA TASKS DOES
THE ISSUE RELATE TO

2

WHICH ELEMENT WITHIN THE TASK
(OR TASKS) ARE AFFECTED BY

CHANGE

NONE 3

COULD A NEW TASK BE
DEVELOPED TO ASSESS

THIS ISSUE

2/1

NO ELEMENT
IDENTIFIED

NO

NO FURTHER
ACTION

IS INFORMATION AVAILABLE
WHICH WOULD ALLOW MODEL
TO BE CHANGED TO INCLUDE

NEW ELEMENTS

YES

NO
NO FURTHER

ACTION

UPDATE/
MODTFY
JLViV-'JL/xl 1

PSA

Fig.5 PSA application process



2/1 DOES THE ISSUE LEAD TO
CHANGE IN ASSUMPTIONS

4

DOES THE CHANGE IN
ASSUMPTION AFFECT

LOGIC MODEL
NO 5

DOES THE ISSUE
POTENTIALLY LEAD TO

CHANGE IN DATA

6

YES

NO

CAN THE DATA CHANGE
BE QUANTIFIED

NO 7

IS THE ISSUE ADDRESSED
BY PERFORMING THE

REQUANTIFICATION OF
ONE OF THE MODELS (PSA,

TOP LOGIC, SAFETY
MONITOR)

8.1

USE TASK PROCEDURES
TO CHANGE MODELS

2/2

9

NO

QUALITATIVE
DISCUSSION OF ISSUE

OR MODIFY PSA

PERFORM REQUIRED
QUANTIFICATION OF

MODEL

USE TASK PROCEDURES
TO CHANGE DATA

10

MODIFY PSA

EVALUATE
RESULTS

NO 8.2

NO FURTHER
ACTION

• M B

ft"
-to
r*
W
V

•z

2
m

I
sn

Fig.6 PSA application process
2/2

11

REQUANTIFY RELEVANT SECTIONS OF PSA
MODEL AND PERFORM INTERPRETATION
OF RESULTS TO DETERMINE IMPACT OF

ISSUE
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PRESENTATION OVERVIEW

• The aim of this presentation is to gain an
understanding of how the living PSA can be
used to evaluate proposed design changes
and backfitting modifications. The topics are

- Process for evaluation of design change

- Application to various types of change

• Design changes

• Procedure changes

• Temporary plant modifications

• Design deviations

EVALUATION PROCESS

The system affected by the design change
will fall into one of the following categories

- A system(s) modelled in the PSA

- A balance of plant system not modelled in the PSA

- A completely new system

- An existing system not previously included in the PSA
but now identified as capable of performing a safety
function
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EVALUATION PROCESS

The evaluation process for any proposed
design change will require the analyst to
examine the impact of the change in each of
the following areas of the PSA

- Initiating events

- Safety function/success criteria definition

- System modelling

- Data analysis

- Human reliability analysis

EXAMPLE APPLICATION

The design change in the following drawing is
introduced to overcome potential blocking of
the heat exchanger, following the loss of
coolant accident. We shall evaluate the
impact of this change in the workshop later in
the week
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Evaluation of Design Change

ACTIVITY

Obtain information on the new system and/or design change

Define system boundary and establish interface with all current systems in the
model, so that no components are excluded.

Define component boundaries

Identify new components and failure modes.

Perform am FMEA to determine if new failure modes are introduced to existing
systems or new initiating events are introduced.

If new failure modes of existing systems are introduced transfer information to
system analyst to modify existing system fault tree and functions associated with
that system.

If new initiating event identified transfer information to accident sequence analysis
and data tasks.

Establish which of the following failures the design change is intended to alleviate:

- component failure

- train failure

- system failure

- manual operator action

SOURCE DOCUMENTS/MODEL

Drawings
System performance parameters
Maintenance requirements
Test requirements
Initiation signals
Power supplies
Cooling requirements

System drawings

Task plan

Interface with Data Task

System performance and installation location.

Interface with other system analysts and accident
sequence task analyst

Interface with AS and Data Tasks

Is the failure explicitly modelled in the fault tree

Is the failure associated with a branch of the fault tree or
some form of common cause basic event
Is the failure represented by the fault tree top event for
the system or a common cause failure within the system



ACTIVITY

- post core damage containment performance or accident progression

If it is a new system:
- Identify initiators which will result in system operation or the requirement
for the system to operate.
- Determine the success criteria for each of the initiators.

If the exact failure which the design modification is intended to alleviate cannot be
identified in the two previous steps then it will be necessary to modify the existing
basic event/fault tree/event tree function/event tree to include the failure explicitly
before determining the impact of the design change.

Modify the fault tree, event tree function, event tree to take account of the design
change, adding new basic events, and removing unwanted basic events as required.
In the case of containment system design changes modify the plant damage state

definitions as required for the accident sequence grouping. Make sure that any
changes in test intervals are reflected in the fault tree for components otherwise
unaffected by the change.

Add the new failures to the existing systems impacted by the change

Add the new event tree for any new initiating events

Solve the whole model for core damage frequency and perform importance,
sensitivity, and uncertainty analysis as necessary to interpret results.

Transfer modified/new sequences to level 2 model to determine impact on large
release or source term frequencies.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS/MODEL

Is this in the fault tree or the event tree

In addition to modifications to system fault trees this
will impact plant damage state definitions and
containment event tree development

Design justification

Thermal-hydraulic analyses

Interface with Data Task if changes are made to basic
event definitions/boundaries, or new basic events are
introduced.

Existing models

Level 2 analysis

Existing models

New, but may use existing functions and also new
functions

Containment Event Trees
New phenomenological analysis may be required if the
design change results in major differences in the
accident progression



Evaluation of Procedure Changes

ACTIVITY

The determination of the impact of a procedure change on the quantification of
the basic event in the PSA model requires the following sections of the analysis
to be reviewed and modified to reflect the new procedure. These activities are
described on the assumption that the HEP basic event names have already been
amended in order to correlate with individual procedures or procedure steps.
This activity is required before there can be any application in this area.

Identify which initiating event will cue the use of the procedure. Access the
relevant section of the accident sequence analysis file to determine what
operator actions are included in the various event tree functions for the
initiating event, and make changes to the event tree if the new procedure
changes the sequence of events or the function.

Determine whether the new procedure will result in or relates to a human action
basic event in a system(s) fault tree.

Accident sequence and systems analysts define boundary conditions for the
action and any other related actions and pass the information to the human
reliability analyst to enable him to build the quantification model for the basic
event and if necessary modify any related HEP basic events.

Requantify the PSA model with the revised event tree/fault tree/HEP basic
events/data, and perform importance analysis to determine impact of the
procedure change.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS/MODEL

HEP basic event modelling and quantification analysis file

Accident sequence analysis file, 6T44AF02.

Relevant systems analysis files in the 6T45AF series

Timing information from the relevant thermal hydraulic
analysis.
Cuing information from I&C, based on sequence of events
in the Event Sequence Diagram and the accident sequence
evaluation.

Relevant IN file. House event files and settings for the
changed functions and sequences.



DOMINANT ACCIDENT SEQUENCES AND RELATED PSU MEASURES
rsj

INITIATING EVENT AND FUNCTION / SYSTEM FAILURES
DESCRIPTION FOR ACCIDENT SEQUENCE

Steam generator header cover failure - failure of operator to depressurize
and cooldown before containment sump is depleted when AFW and HHI
successfully start and operate

Steam generator tube failure - wrong steam generator diagnosed for
isolation and overfilled - failure to achieve RHR prior sump depletion

Steam generator header cover failure - wrong steam generator diagnosed
for isolation and overfilled - failure of operator to depressurize and
cooldown before containment sump is depleted when AFW and HHI
successfully start and operate

CONTRIBUTION
TO.TOTAL CDF

47.6%

9.5%

9.2%

RELATED PSU MEASURES

CODE

CM

AA7

S2

OP2

CI5

I&C7

SIO

OP2

CM

AA7

1&C7

SIO

S2

DESCRIPTION

SG collector integrity

SG collector rupture analysis

Vlitigation of SG primary collector break

Emergency Operating Procedures

SG tube integrity

Primary circuit diagnostic system

SG safety and relief valves qualification for
water flow

Emergency Operating Procedures

SG collector integrity

SG collector rupture analysis

Primary circuit diagnostic system

SG safety and relief valves qualification for
water flow

Mitigation of SG primary collector break

RANKING

IV (III)*

II

11

-

II

11

III

-

IV (III)*

11

11

111

II



Interfacing LOCA which results in the discharge of all the sump water
into one of the ECCS pump rooms. Direct core damage by definition

Very small LOCA - reactor scram and the TK system successful - the
operator fails to cooldown to the RHR entry conditions before emptying
the TB tanks - HHI required but failed

Steam generator tube failure - wrong steam generator diagnosed for
isolation and overfilled - operator cools down successfully - failure to
establish long term heat removal using the RHR

2.2%

• 1.2%

1%

S7

S5

S6

CIS

I&C7

S10

OP2

iCCS heat exchanger integrity

ECCS sump screen blocking risk

ECCS water storage tank and suction line
integrity

SG tube integrity

Primary circuit diagnostic system

SG safety and relief valves qualification for
water flow

Emergency Operating Procedures

II

III

II

11

II

III

_

IJJ



Steg)n generator tube failure - failure of operator to cooldown before
containment sump depletion when AFW and HHI successfully start and
operate

Large LOCA - failure of accumulators to inject and isolate on low level

Small LOCA - high head injection not available - operator correctly
enters CCR procedure - FW available for secondary heat removal-
accumulators inject to maintain RCS inventory - Low head injection
failure to maintain inventory in the long term - containment spray failed
leading to loss of containment heat removal (sprays for Level 2
interface)

Large LOCA - accumulator injection successful - failure of LHI to
maintain inventory

Steam generator tube failure - normal charging (TK), high head injection
and secondary heat removal successful - the operator fails to cooldown -
high head system required to maintain RCS inventory - the operator
continues fail to cooldown - all the sump water depleted

Steam Generator tube failure - successful scram by the operator and
operation of the TK charging system - the operator performs correct
isolation procedure - cooldown is not achieved before the TB tanks
supplying the TK system are empty - failure of HHI - core uncovery

5.2%

, 4.6%

3.8%

3.8%

3.7%

2.6%

OP2

OP2

S5

S6

S5

S6

S5

S6

CI5

OP2

C15

OP2

imergency Operating Procedures

emergency Operating Procedures

ECCS sump screen blocking risk

3CCS water storage tank and suction line
integrity

BCCS sump screen blocking risk

ECCS water storage tank and suction line
integrity

ECCS sump screen blocking risk

ECCS water storage tank and suction line
integrity

SG tubes integrity

Emergency Operating Procedures

SG tubes integrity

Emergency Operating Procedures

-

Ill

II

III

II

III

II

II

-

II

-



COMPONENT 0*. COMPONENT CLASS AND RELATED PS^ MEASURE

COMPONENT/
COMPONENT CLASS

ALL

Hod drive mechanism

Containment sump

CONTRIBUTION TO
CDF

LESS THAN 0.01

for any individual

component

469 "

3 1 3 "

RELATED PSU MEASURE

CODE

OP03

Gl

G2

G3

M2

PO2

1&C6

M3

RC2

S5

DESCRIPTION

limits and Conditions of operation

Classification of components

Qualification of equipment

Reliability analysis of safety systems class 1 and 2 systems

Experience feedback

Surveillance test program

Condition monitoring for the mechanical equipment

Quality assurance program

Control rod insertion reliability/Fuel assembly deformation

ECCS water storage tank (sump) and suction line integrity

RANKING

11

III

11

-

-

I

-

IV (111)*

II

1) Risk Achievement Worth

en
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Use of PSA to Optimize Maintenance T. Szikszai

Content
slide 1

What is Maintenance?
- Definitions

The Maintenance Schedule
- Short term and long term planning

What is Optimizing?

Reliability Centered Maintenance

Risk-based Maintenance Optimization

Information Requirements

IAEA Woricshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996

Use of PSA to Optimize Maintenance T. Szikszai

What is Maintenance?
slide 2

The maintenance of the nuclear power plant
equipment is a complex of activities assuring that
the plant structures, systems and components will
function as designed, and providing to plant
operators all the functions needed for safe and
economical power generation by maintaining all
these functions available and reliable.

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996
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Use of PSA to Optimize Maintenance T. Szikszai slide 3

What is Maintenance? (cont'd)

MAINTENACE

PREVENTIVE CORRECTIVE

TIME-BASED j CONDITION-

BASED
PREDICTIVE

i JL
Time-based

overhaul

Lifetime

replacement

| Surveillences,

Monitoring

Tests

Inspections

Failure

diagnosis

Modrficaticns • Temporary ' j

repair '
Rrepair

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996

Use of PSA to Optimize Maintenance T. Szikszai

The Maintenance Schedule
slide 4

The schedule
Being the NPP a complex technology, the maintenance of

the equipment cannot be handled separately from each
other. The objective is to achieve the planned
performance of the NPP with the planned burden.

=> The works shall be well prepared and coordinated
taking into account all the time the objective.

This activity is the scheduling,

long term schedule

short term schedule

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996
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Use of PSA to Optimize Maintenance T. Szikszai

What is Optimizing?
slide 5

There can be different goals:

- reducing burden

- improving performance

- reducing costs

- improving safety - reducing risk

- improving economical effects

- global optimization
Our subject is how to improve safety => safety
related maintenance

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996

Use of PSA to Optimize Maintenance T. Szikszai

Maintenance Optimization Strategies
slide 6

The safety related mamtenance optimization
focuses on minimizing risk on different levels.
- component level —
- system level reducing unavailability

- safety function level

- overall risk reducing risk

Reliability Centered Maintenance (RCM)

Risk-based Maintenance Optimization

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996
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Use of PSA to Optimize Maintenance T. Szikszai

Reliability Centered Maintenance
slide 7

• The RCM is disciplined method logic or
methodology used to identify preventive
maintenance tasks to realize the inherent
reliability of equipment at least expenditure
of resources

• Uses PSA methods, but not a PSA
application

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996

Use of PSA to Optimize Maintenance T. Szikszai slide 8

Reliability Centered Maintenance (cont'd)

RCM evaluation
- uses top-down functional breakdown of the

plant to perform a thorough analysis of the
propagation of the failure causes.

- finds dominant failure modes and related root
causes at level, that can be prevented or
monitored by appropriate PM tasks.

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996
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Use of PSA to Optimize Maintenance T. Szikszai

Reliability Centered Maintenance (cont'd)

Initial RCM Program

- definition of the PM tasks

Task Implementation
- plant involvement
- management commitment
- project organization

slide 9

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996
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Reliability Centered Maintenance (cont'd)

Living RCM Program
- assures effective RCM recommendations
- identifies program changes

• plant changes

• regulatory changes

• failure experience

• new technology

slide 10

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996
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Reliability Centered Maintenance (cont'd)

RCM System

•
Initial RCM

Program

- *

•<

RCMcvalualion,
PM Modification

j

yes ^S"

Task
Implementation

• ^ 1

living program

goals reached? ^ N ^ _ no

L

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996
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Reliability Centered Maintenance (cont'd)

• RCM benefits
- direct maintenance cost reductions

- plant safety and availability improvements
- optimization of plant resources and

organization

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996
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Maintenance and PSA

• Maintenance effects on:
- initiating events

• human errors initiating transients

• equipment failure induced initiating events

- basic events
• reliability effects

• downtime effects

• dependency effects

=> it is present everywhere in PSA

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia. Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996
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Risk-based Maintenance Optimization

Prioritization of risk-significant equipment
and related maintenance activities
- evaluation of the present practice
- identify areas to improve
- identify areas where relaxation can be done

Maintenance optimization program
- maintenance planning
- plan following

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996
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Risk-based Maintenance Optimization (cont'd)

Types of safety related optimization of
maintenance

— Safety related optimization doing the same
work

- Safety related optimization doing optimum
work

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996
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Risk-based Maintenance Optimization (cont'd)

Optimization of the maintenance schedule
- Maintenance planning and follow-up during

power operation
• risk based configuration control,

- Maintenance planning and follow-up during
planned shutdown

• risk based outage management.

- Maintenance planning and follow-up during
unplanned shutdown

• Special conditions
fAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996
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Information Requirements

Systematic data collection and evaluation
Technical data
- design specifications

- operating conditions (standby, normally operating) and operating
procedures,

- maintenance strategy

- technical specifications (allowed outage times)

- description of equipment

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996
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Information Requirements (cont'd)

history of the system/equipment
- failure or degradation

- cause of the failure

- duration of unavailability, repair duration, maintenance cost,

- functioning hours or numbers of times it has been required

- common cause failures

- human errors

- loss of power,

- TS limit violations
- type of maintenance performed (corrective, time-directed, test,

inspection, etc)

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996
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AIM OF PRESENTATION

To gain an understanding of the following

- The relationship between the PSA and a safety
monitor

- The functions performed by safety monitor

- Typical operational specification

- Modeling requirements

DEFINITION

A plant specific probabilistic analysis tool which
can be used by all plant personnel to monitor the
core damage frequency in real time. The
quantified core damage frequency is based on
actual system/component status and tests in
progress. It is continuously operating and covers
a range of plant operating states. The generic
terms, "risk monitor" or "safety monitor" are
used to descride such tools. Target solution
times following change in plant configuration is 2
- 5 min.
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SOME MONITORS AVAILABLE

• ESSM - Heysham 2 1990
• Safety Monitor - San Onofre et al 1993
• SAS - Dukovany 1995
• ORAM 1995
• SENTINEL 1995
• EOOS 1996

PSA MODEL

There are a number of different ways of
representing the plant risk model.
- Fault trees for specific initiators
- Integrated core damage fault tree
- integrated core damage, core boiling, large early release

fault tree
- Dependency matrices (system/train status)
- Presolved cutset solutions

Each of the above will potentially give different
solution for a given plant confirguration
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SAFETY MONITOR RISK MODEL

• The core of the safety monitor is the risk model
which aims to be developed and installed by the
PSA staff. The following data to support this
model are also developed by PSA staff.
- Basic event data for the risk model
- Test/environment modifying factors
- Plant components to basic event mapping
- Decay heat algorithm for various plant states
- Large early release cutset assignment

RISK MODEL DEVELOPMENT

The type of risk model used in the various
monitors available is determined by balancing
four factors
- Size of PSA
- Hardware on which model is installed
- Speed of fault tree algorithm
- Required solution time

The most accurate solution will be achieved from
a fault tree model which is a Boolean
Minimization of the PSA. Such a model will
contain all the information contained in the living
PSA.
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RISK MODEL DEVELOPMENT
(contd)

• The only two monitors in full time operation using
this model, and only this model, as the primary
solution mode are the ESSM at Heysham and the
Safety Monitor at San Onofre, and 5 other
stations.

• The Safety Advisors System uses simplified fault
trees based on a PSA performed for the
regulatory body.

• Other monitors use combinations of presolved
cut set lists, for given configurations, with
solutions of the full model from time to time.

TYPICAL OPERATIONAL
SPECIFICATIONS

All models of operation (Modes 1- 6)
Batch solution of schedules
Dynamic human error probabilities for Mode 5/6 varying
with time for both
Maintenance rule tracking
Automated data interface with schedule and plant process
computers
Extended to level 2 large early release frequency
Fuel in RCS or spent fuel pool
Track and store risk history
Rule based recovery actions
Store unavailability data for designed components
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SAFETY MONITOR MODELS

• Allowed outage timer (AOT) is based on defining
an allowed incremental risk increase for a given
period of time. This could be based on
- Fixed increments i.e. 1x10-6
- Percentage of annual risk i.e. 1%

• For a fixed increments (B) the AOT is calculated
by the simple formula

B = AOT x (CDFc - CDFb)

- Where CDFc = current core damage frequency
- CDFb = base core damage frequency

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PSA AND
SAFETY MONITOR

• PSA is a comprehensive model which provides a
considerable amount of information on many
aspects of plant design and operation. In its
complete form, and for its solution, assumptions
are made about maintenance and test activities
over the year as well as the random occurrence
of initiating events, its primary use is to predict
CDF over the life of the plant and enable the
utility to have a risk perspective in the long term
planning of design and operational changes.
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DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PSA AND
SAFETY MONITOR

• The safety monitor is designed to show the
current risk state based on the actual plant
configuration and tests in progress at any given
time. Its primary use therefore is to enable
maintenance and test activities to be performed
on a risk informed basis. As is shown later this is
done by having a target core damage probability
(CDP) for any configuration in which the core
damage frequency (CDF) is above a given
threshold.

MONITOR USAGE

Inputs from plant operations and maintenance
personnel
- Changes in system configuration (Alternating systems)
- Changes in component status (Maintenance)
- Tests in progress
- Changes in environment external to plant which may

cause an initiating event
- Maintenance schedule for future week/month or

refueling outage
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MONITOR USAGE

Output available to plant staff
- Current core damage frequency (usually expressed as

annual CDF), and cumulative CDF
- Past core damage frequency
- Recommended time in a given configuration once a

predefined core damage frequency is exceeded
- Importance ranking of currently available components

(Fussell Vesely, Risk Achievement, Allowed Outrage
Time)

- Restoration advice
- Time to boiling
- Large early release frequency

TEST EFFECTS

If a root cause analysis of initiating events is
performed it is seen that some events are not
random but occur when testing is taking place.
This is not of significane in the PSA when all
events are viewed on an annual basis. In real
time, this may be significant in terms of leading
to an unacceptable risk spike because of
maintenance activities concurrently underway.
This should be handled in the safety monitor by
multiplying the initiating event frequency by a
factor when tests are in progress. This could be
handled in the following manner.
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TEST EFFECTS

TEST IE FACTOR

MSIV testing Turbine Trip 2
Loss of MFW 1.5

Diesel Generator Loss of 6kv Bus 2
Turbine Stop Valve Turbine Trip 3
RPS Reactor Trip 2.5

• The frequency of the basic event in the fault tree
would be multiplied by this factor whatever the
test was in progress

COMPARISON OF CORE DAMAGE
PROBABILITY

• The PSA predicts the CDF (usually per year). If
the frequency is multiplied by 1 yr the core
damage probability will be determined

CDF/ year x 1 yr = CDP

for the previous (or any past) year.
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COMPARISON OF CORE DAMAGE
PROBABILITY

• The safety monitor records the CDF for each
change in configuration and the time in that
configuration so the CDP for the year can be
determined by the following

Sum CDFi Ti = CDP

summed over range Ti for the year under evaluation

- where CDFi is the CDF for the i th plant state

Ti is the time in the i th state

COMPARISON OF CORE DAMAGE
PROBABILITY

• These two results are not directly compatible if
one or more initiating events have occurred
during the year, as the safety monitor does not
record the CDP resulting from an initiating event.

If the CDP resulting from initiating events that
have occured during the year is added to the CDP
calculated using the safety monitor then there is
an element of double counting and the resultant
CDP is an overestimate of the actual CDP. The
evaluation of events which have occured during
the year is discussed in the next section.
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FIGURES OF MERIT

A safety monitor can be used to derive a range of
potential figures of merit for risk informed
regulation some of these are
- Annual CDP
- Peak CDF during the year
- Length of time in various CDF bands
- Length of time above PSA CDF
- Safety system (component) unavailability
- Total maintenance time for safety related components
- Activities which lead to peak CDF
- Activities contributing to time above PSA CDF

USE OF DATA

It has been stated that information on
maintenance and test activities can be used to
update the PSA data base. In fact this would not
be possible until after some years in operation.
The number of activities is small compared with
the number of components, so at least 3 years
data would be required before such information
would be of use. There may of course be
exceptions to this if the population data base is
large and a number of failures have occured.
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CONCLUSIONS

It can be seen from the foregoing that the
requirements for the safety monitor are different
from those in the PSA model. Because it is
required to operate in real time and follow the
plant operating profile, including test activities
which are taking place, it is not possible to
simply use existing PSA software with a number
of minor modifications.

The safety monitor plays a very important part in
developing a wide understanding of the
probabilistic safety analysis without the
necessity to understand the details performing a
PSA.
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Workshop on PSA Applications. Sofia, Bulgaria. October 1996

OBJECTIVES: WHY DO WE WANT TO USE PSA FOR THIS PURPOSE?

• To gain insights in NPP weaknesses in relation to the occurred situation

• To obtain a measure of the event severity

• To validate and backfit the PSA models

GLOSSARY OF TERMS

CDF Core Damage Frequency

CCDP Conditional Core Damage Probability

IE Initiating Event

HRA Human Reliability Analysis

ASP US-NRC project on Accident Sequence Precursor analysis

LER Licensee Event Report

IRS IAEA Incident Reporting System

INES International Nuclear Event Scale

CONTENTS:

1. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

2. PROCEDURES FOR EVENT EVALUATION USING PSA

3. USE OF PSA FOR EVENT RATING

4. CURRENT ACTIVITIES
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1. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

• US-NRC Accident Sequence Precursor (ASP)

• Other National Projects: Germany, Sweden, Finland, France

1.1 US-NRC ASP (Accident Sequence Precursor)

• Analysis of precursors using probabilistic approaches

• Started in 1979 at the Oak Ridge Laboratory

• Applicable to USA commercial plants

• Use of generic & simplified BWR and PWR PSA models

• Used to evaluate safety significance of the events reported through the LER
programme:

Calculation of CCDP due to each event

CCDP was used as a means of ranking events

Important benefits:

• ASP showed that PSA-based methods are a good approach for evaluation and
ranking of events

• ASP showed that PSA-based evaluation of events is a good approach for making
PSA more complete and realistic (Search for events not or poorly predicted in
the PSA)

Limitations:

• Use of generic models

• Use of simplified models
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1.2 Other national projects: Germany, Sweden, Finland, France

• Several national projects have developed since the mid eighties

• i. e. German Precursor Study (1985): To validate German Risk Study using the
operational experience of the Biblis NPP: CDFoperexp < CDFrisk stuAy.

• References:

"Precursor Studies", H. Hoertner and P. Kafka, published in
IAEA-TECDOC-387 "Combining Risk Analysis and Operating Experience",
1986.

"Demonstration Case Studies on Living PSA", SKI Technical Report 93:33,
NKS/SK-1 (92)27, August 1993.

"Safety Evaluation by Living Probabilistic Safety Assessment. Procedures and
Applications for Planning of Operational Activities and Analysis of Operating
Experience", SKI Report 94:2, January 1994.

"TVO II - Risk Follow-up study of precursors and component failures leading to
LCO's, Jan 1985 - May 1994", Finnish Centre for Radiation and Nuclear Safety
(STUK) Nuclear Safety Department, Draft Report, October 1994.

"Incidents Analysis", Ph. Francois (EdF), Topic 4, International Seminar,
November 21-23, 1994.
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2. PROCEDURES FOR EVENT EVALUATION USING PSA

2.1 Background

IAEA-TECDOC-611: "Use of plant specific PSA to evaluate incidents at nuclear
power plants" (1991)

• Initiated in the framework of the IAEA-IRS project: optimizing experience
feedback requires selection of events with higher safety significance

• Purpose: To characterize the relative importance of incidents

• Starting point: Use of plant-specific PSA in order to:

allow better understanding of NPP vulnerabilities

check the PSA model for appropriateness and completeness

2.2 Methodology

• Selection of incidents for analysis

• Understanding of the incident and its safety implications

• Establishment of the relationship between the incident and the PSA model

• Modification of the models to reflect the incident

• Calculation of new PSA results

• Analysis of the results

2.2.1 Selection of incidents for analysis

Initial qualitative screening to select those of most value to the analysis:

• Any incident which degrades safety functions is a candidate for selection:
Incidents that involve safety function failure or degradation
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• Any incident which results in unexpected or significant challenges to the safety
functions is a candidate for selection: Initiating events and precursors to
initiating events

• Events occurring at a frequency greater than the estimated frequency for the
PSA

• Multiple failures or degradations

• Events that are not well modelled in the PSA

2.2.2 Understanding of the incident and its safety implications

• It requires knowledge of the NPP design and operation in order to determine if
the incident impacted or had the potential to impact a safety function

• It requires knowledge of the contents of the PSA to determine if the potential
impacts are within the scope or resolution of the PSA models

2.2.3 Establishment of the relationship between the incident and the PSA model

To determine:

• Accident sequences involved

• Fault trees and basic events that model the components and operator actions
concerned

• Which recovery actions could be claimed and which are impossible

2.2.4 Modification of the models to reflect the incident

i.e.:

• Restoring accident sequences that were originally truncated out in the final
results

• Changing basic event probabilities

• Evaluating new human error rates
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2.2.5 Calculation of new PSA results

Calculation of the new results conditional on the existence of the incident:

• Events that could have lead to an initiating event but no IE occurred

• Initiating events

• Events that jeopardize NPP response to an initiating event but no IE occurred

2.2.6 Analysis of the results

• Comparison of new and existing results

• Determination of the new dominant contributors

• Determination of the new importances of the remaining systems, components
and operator actions to prevent core damage

2.3 Detailed procedure

• Review of the incident

• Identification of all the event tree sequences affected by the incident

• Review of the identified sequences and cut-sets to determine if the affected
systems and basic events were not truncated in the original results

• Determination of the best estimate failure probabilities for all basic events
impacted by the incident

• Calculation of the new accident sequence conditional probability

• Determination of the recovery actions to be applied to the cut-sets

• Calculation of importance measures for the new results

• Performance of the required sensitivity analyses

• Documentation of the analysis
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2.3.1 Review of the incident

• Identify the chronology of events

• Identify all equipment failures, degradations and unavailabilities

• Note all operator actions taken, specially those not covered by procedures and
training

• Review related problems and conditions that occurred a period before and after
the event

2.3.2 Identification of all the event tree sequences affected by the incident

• The full event tree models should be used

• The analyst must know which event tree headings include the equipment and
operator actions involved in the event

• The sequences of concern are those with a failure branch for at least one of the
headings of concern

2.3.3 Review of the identified sequences and cut-sets to determine if the affected
systems and basic events were not truncated in the original results

If the sequences or cut-sets of concern were not retained, they have to be generated.
The cut-off criteria should be properly selected

2.3.4 Determination of the best estimate failure probabilities for all basic events
impacted by the incident

• Failed components can be modeled as house events " 1" to correctly generate the
Boolean logic

• Unavailabilities: their duration must be taken into account:

Multiplying the IE frequency by the unavailability time (fraction of the
year)

Introducing the real unavailability event (instead if a failed house event)
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• Equipment or operator degradations: Detailed analyses may be required to
calculate the new failure probabilities

2.3.5 Calculation of the new accident sequence conditional probability

• Events that could have lead to an initiating event but no IE occurred:
Development of new event trees may be required

• Initiating events: calculation of the Conditional Core Damage Probability with
the NPP boundary conditions at the time of the incident (based on the NPP
status)

• Events that jeopardize NPP response to an initiating event but no IE occurred:
calculation of all Conditional Core Damage Probabilities for all IEs for which
plant response could be degraded by the incident

WARNING: Impossible combinations

2.3.6 Determination of the recovery actions to be applied to the cut-sets

• Based on the events of the incident

• Available personnel should be considered

• The operating procedures should be taken into account

• Dedicated HRA may be required

• Recovery actions included in the original PSA should be reconsidered

2.3.7 Calculation of importance measures for the new results

• Fussell-Vesely

• Risk Reduction Worth

• Risk Achievement Worth
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2.3.8 Performance of the required sensitivity analyses

For key contributors that are subject to uncertainty, sensitivity analyses should be
performed to evaluate the impact on the results and therefore on the conclusions and
lessons learned from the event evaluation

2.3.9 Documentation of the analysis

• The documentation should be clear concise and traceable

• All the steps of the process should be fully documented
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3. USE OF PSA FOR EVENT RATING

3.1 Objective

To develop a consistent measure of the relative safety significance of each event

3.2 Warnings

• The relative significance of an event might be different depending on the "risk
index" used, i.e. Core Damage Frequency vs. Frequency of Large Release

• A PSA-based approach to rate events will not be useful for all the events that
happen at the plant (i.e. radiation exposure, waste production). Care must be
taken when comparing the safety significance of all NPP events that have safety
implications

3.3 Proposals

3.3.1 First proposal: Measures of importance

Events can be rated based on the importance or weight of the relevant cut-sets. The
following approach could be followed:

• Modification of the event/s frequency/ies according to the observations

• Calculation of the new CDF due to the impacted sequences (CDFC)

• Normalization of the obtained CDFC with respect to the baseline CDF

3.3.2 Second proposal: PSA direct results

Operational events could be rated according to the Probability of Core Damage
conditional to the occurrence of the event

3.4 Conclusions

Whatever risk-based method, existing or newly developed, is used for event rating:

• The measures developed should be comparable for all events analyzed
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The measures should be calculated on a consistent basis

The rating scale should be understood, by the analysts that perform the analyses
and by the organizations who might receive rating reports and possibly base
decisions on these
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4. EXAMPLES OF
CURRENT ACTIVITIES

• Risk-based Approach to Analyzing Operating Events (US-Department of Energy)

• Probabilistic Incident Analysis (EdF, France)

This information has been extracted from the Proceedings of the PSAM-96. Crete,
Greece. July 1996

4.1 Risk-based approach to analyzing operating events (US-Department of
Energy)

The proposed risk-based approach for evaluation of operational events consists of the
following steps:

1. Qualitative estimations of conditional probability and consequence - > qualitative
estimation of risk

2. Comparison to risk criteria

3. Semi-quantitative estimations of conditional probability and consequence - >
semi-quantitative estimation of risk (using simplified models)

4. Comparison to reference value

5. Refinement of the risk estimate

6. Cost-benefit analysis of possible system and procedure modifications

4.2 Probabilistic Incident Analysis (EDF, France)

4.2.1 Objective

Identification and analysis of all the incidents that might degenerate and result in core
damage or radioactive release

4.2.2 Systematic selection of events

Qualitative criteria based on safety significance
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4.2.3 Analysis

Calculation of conditional probability of core meltdown

4.2.4 Definition of accident precursor

Is any incident whose conditional probability of core melt is greater that 1E-6 when all
the parameters are adjusted

4.2.5 Key points

• Promotion of a risk-analysis culture among operators

• Value of accident feedback

• Understanding of how serious it is and why it is serious
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Content

The role of Technical Specifications
- Definitions

What is Optimizing?
AOT
Test Periods

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996
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The Role of Technical Specifications

The Technical Specifications (TS) is a basic
document regulating the nuclear power
plant safety containing the requirements
keeping the plant state in the frame of the
normal operating mode.

Operation not satisfying these requirements
must be handled with special care, and is a
subject of special investigation.

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996 J
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Use of PSA to Optimize Technical Specifications T. Szikszai slide 3

What is optimization?

The optimized TS assures minimal risk
during operation inside the margins by the
deterministic design based safety.
Risk based optimization means to handle
the equipment according to their risk
significance

IAEA Workshop on PS A Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996
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Parameters to optimize

Allowable Outage Times
- The maximum allowable time duration when

safety related components can be unavailable
without changes in operating state.

• usually due to component failure

• causes risk increase of the duration of maintenance

• causes risk increase when AOT expires due to
transfer to an other operating state

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996
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Parameters to optimize

The surveillance test intervals
- the surveillance test of the standby safety

related equipment is to assure availability of the
equipment by tracking the failures with given
frequency

• component or systems being tested are usually
unavailable for the test duration

• probability of the tested failure modes lowers after
the test

• stressed wearout due to frequent testing

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996 J
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Allowable Outage Time
slide 6

of a single component (more common)
- when the unavailability of a single component

is controlled (traditional approach)

of multiple unavailabilities (less common)

- when the unavailability of given component
combinations is controlled (young approach)

risk-based configuration control

- when all the high risk configurations are
controlled inside or outside TS. (future)

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996
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Allowable Outage Time (cont'd)

determined based on some expert
judgement with very limited deterministic
arguments in order to avoid long time
durations with reduced safety configuration,
and to keep the repair times in an acceptable
range

the risk based AOT's are determined using
the PSA model and results

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996
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Allowable Outage Time (cont'd)
slide 8

Approaches
- the most ideal approach to the allowable outage

time is when together with the AOT the
operating state after exceeding the AOT is also
given

- the simplest approach is when the AOT is
determined using probabilistic criteria on the
integral risk increase. It can be supplemented
by criteria on maximum instantaneous risk

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996
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Allowable Outage Time (cont'd)

risk At

AR limit Warn

__ At* AR is OK but too high => not allowed

v^T.
At* AR and AR within the limit => allowed

AR /

HI
H^P^^MS^P baseline

time

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996
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Allowable Outage Time (cont'd)

f2

CDF

... p'

i / " • • TA0T
' '" time

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996
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Allowable Outage Time (cont'd)

Assumptions:
1.) The repair works begin right after the discovery of the
given component unavailability.

2.) After finishing the repair the component has its initial
average failure rate.

3.) If the duration of the repair exceeds TAOT then the unit
is driven to an other operating state (shut down).
4.) After finishing the repair with longer duration than
TAOT the reactor unit is driven back to power operation
with its average CDF.

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996 J
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Allowable Outage Time (cont'd)

1. The reactor is in power operation, the component is available with it

probability

2. The reactor is in power operation, the component is unavailable

3. The reactor is shut down, the component is unavailable

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia. Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996
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Allowable Outage Time (cont'd)

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applicalions, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996
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Allowable Outage Time (cont'd)

Results

- i f ft °+p' >0, it suggests long AOT

- if +f' <0,it suggests short AOT

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996
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Surveillance Test Intervals

• Functional test of safety function
- tests all the involved equipment in the function

• Equipment test
- tests individual failure modes

• starting/running tests

• interlock tests, I&C tests/calibrations

How often, and in what order?

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996

Use of PSA to Optimize Technical Specifications T. Szikszai slide 16

Surveillance Test Intervals (cont'd)

Assumptions to be taken:
- distribution in time (staggering)

- test caused risks
• unavailability due to test

• inadvertent actuations

• common cause failures due to human errors

- stressed wearout of the equipment

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996
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Surveillance Test Intervals (cont'd)

Distribution in time effects
- risk peak effect

- average risk effect

- HE CCF effect

- test durations

- frequency of inadvertent actuations

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996

Use of PSA to Optimize Technical Specifications T. Szikszai slide 18

Surveillance Test Intervals (cont'd)

Test caused wearout

- The frequent tests can cause unexpected early
wearout of the equipment, the failure rates of
different failure modes increases.

- The solution is to find the risk effective test
intervals, which provides low wearout together
with acceptable availability of the safety
function

=> use PSA to take into account all the effects

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996 J
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Allowed Outage Time Calculations

There are a number of ways of calculating the allowed outage discussed in the
presentations. The purpose of this workshop example is to compare the allowed outage
times calculated by using different approaches. The basic data is as follows:

Base line core damage frequency (CDF) (f0) S.OxlO^/yr

Core damage frequency with diesel in maintenance (fi) 6.6x10

Core damage frequency shut down with diesel in maintenance (f2) 4.0xl0~4/yr

Core damage probability of shutting down (CDP)(p*) 1 .OxlO"6

Incremental allowed outage core damage probabilityv 5xlO"7 or 1 %

Mean time to repair 8 hours

Markow Approach

f2-f0 _ fi-fo + P* > o
u u < 0

Fixed CDP Approach

AOT (t) x Increase in risk (CDF) = CONSTANT (5xlO"7) or (1%)

Comment on the results
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TOP LEVEL RISK STUDY
FOR UNITS 1 TO 4 AT NPP KOZLODUY

(Synopsis)

Iskra Shishkova
EQE-Bulgaria

Background

The first Top Level Risk Study of NPP Kozloduy Units 1 + 4 was started in 1991 and
completed in March 1992 by BEQE) at the request of the Committee on the Use of
Atomic Energy for Peaceful Purposes of Bulgaria. The Primary objective of the project
was to provide in a short term a tool for quantified comparison of the relative risk
benefits that various design or operational modifications would have if implemented on
NPP Kozloduy Units 1 -s-4.). To meet this objective the Project presented a simplified but
structured review of the safety of Units 1 -s- 4. The evaluated risk levels were not intended
to be quantitatively rigorous, and presented at best an order of magnitude indication of
the risk from the design of the units. This limitation on the risk predictions was purely a
reflection that the available system and thermal hydraulic analysis at those time was far
from comprehensive.

This original version of the Study was reviewed by the IAEA who agreed in general with
the conclusions indicating that the report provides valuable insights which should be
used in the decision making process. The IAEA made suggestion for some changes.
These comments were taken into account in the subsequent version.

In early 1994 the new version was issued. The objective of this second project, in
addition to revising the original study to reflect the IAEA comments, was to address the
potential benefits from further improvements at NPP Kozloduy. The work on the second
version was going on in parallel with the activities carried out in the mainframe of
several NPP Kozloduy Units 1 •*• 4 Upgrading Programs (WANO Six-Month Program,
Program for the NPP Kozloduy Units 1-4 Safety Upgrading, Twinning Program, etc.)

And at last, A Top Level-Probabilistic Safety Study was carried out by EQE - Bulgaria
and completed early in 1995 at the request of NPP Kozloduy. The objective of the
project was the contribution of the different activities performed in the mainframe of the
Program for the NPP Kozloduy Units 1-4 Safety Upgrading in the overall safety
improvement to be assessed. Three stages were considered: (1) Units 1-4 state before
start of the Program; (2) Units' state after the Program first phase was completed; (3)
Forecast for the Units' state after the whole Program is fulfilled. The relative increase of
the safety level was assessed. WANO Six-Month Program analysis results as well as
the results of some other analyses were also already available and were taken into
account
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So, when we say BTop Level Risk/Safety Study" we mean the approach for risk and
safety assessment. On the other hand, when there is a mention about Top Level Risk
Study for NPP Kozloduy Units 1 + 4 carried out by EQE there is actually a talk about
three different projects in which PSA was applied for solving different tasks.

Top Level Risk Study As An Approach for Risk and Safety Assessment

The Top Level Risk Study (TLRS) is an approach to plant safety assessment which
combines many elements of Full-Scope PSA and engineering judgment.

As such it provides valuable insights which could be used in a decision making
process.

Usually any complex system can be broken down into several hierarchical levels. For
example a nuclear power unit could be subdivided into the following hierarchical-levels:

(a) Systems

(b) Sub-systems (Trains)

(c) Equipment

(d) Components

The Probabilistic Analyses can be carried out at any of these levels.

The main feature of TLRS is that the Risk or Safety analyses are carried out at the
highest hierarchical level, i.e. the system level.

TLRS vs. Full-Scope PSA

The comparison of Full-Scope PSA and TLRS tasks is briefly outlined in Table 1. (The
Tasks are formulated according to the IAEA document Procedures for Conducting PSA
of NPP (Level 1), Safety Series No 50-P-4, IAEA, Vienna, 1992).

Being a PSA-kind of approach for reliability and safety assessment TLRS incorporates
all advantages and disadvantages of the PSA.

If compare TLRS and Full-Scope PSA, the time required for carrying out TLRS is much
less than the time necessary for a Full-Scope PSA.

On the other hand, TLRS has to be carried out by highly qualified staff with substantial
experience in PSA as far as a lot of expert judgment is needed especially for the
quantification.
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Table 1. Comparison of Full-Scope PSA methodology and TLRS approach

No

1.

2.
3,

4.

5.

6.

7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.
18.

Task

Definition of objectives

Definition of scope
Plant familiarization and
information gathering

Identification of site release
sources of concern
Identification of plant operating
states of concern
Definition of core damage
states or other consequences
Initiating even selection
Safety functions
Function/system relations
Plant system requirements
Grouping of initiating events
Accident sequence modeling

System behaviour modeling

Element dependent failures

Human factor

Quantification

Uncertainty analyses
Importance and sensitivity
analyses

Full-Scope PSA

Similar for both methods

Equal for both methods
Similar for both methods

Equal for both methods

Equal for both methods

Equal for both methods

Equal for both methods
Equal for both methods
Equal for both methods
Equal for both methods
Equal for both methods
Event Trees
(Usually Small ETs - Large
FTs approach is used)
Fault Trees
FMEA is carried out at
component level

Usually are modeled in FTs

Usually Test and Maintenance
unavailabilities are modeled in
FTs. Corrective actions
usually are considered at
certain stage of ET analyses. .

System unavailabilities are
derived using FT models

Equal for both methods
Equal for both methods

TLRS

Similar for both methods but
for TLRS the "absolute" safety
or risk assessment can't be an
objective
Equal for both methods
Similar for both methods but
less information about system
equipment is required for
TLRS
Equal for both methods

Equal for berth-methods

Equal for both methods

Equal for both methods
Equal for both methods
Equal for both methods
Equal for both methods
Equal for both methods
Event Trees
(Large ETs approach is
recommended)
System behaviour is not
modeled.
FMEA is carried out at system
level
Accounted for in the
quantification
System unavailability due to
Test and Maintenance is
accounted for in
quantification. Corrective
actions are treated as in Full-
Scope PSA
System unavailabilities are
assessed using expert
judgment, pilot methods,
results of probabilistic
reliability studies, etc.
Equal for both methods
Equal for both methods
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EQE-Bulgaria TLRS "Assessment of The Activities for NPP Kozloduy Units 1 * 4
Safety Improvement"

General

The Project "Assessment of The Activities for NPP Kozloduy Units 1 * 4 Safety
Improvement" started in August 1994 and was completed in February 1995. The main
objective was to assess the contribution of the different activities carried out in the
period 1990 -1994 to the safety improvement of NPP Kozloduy Units 1 * 4. It was clear
that this task could be solved using PSA approach.

One of the difficulties was that the Safety Upgrading Program was still going on. That is,
the project was fulfilled at one transition period of the Units 1 -4 operational life when
changes were permanently introduced.

The basic moments of the Project are as follows:

(1) It was decided to make an relative assessment between Design Safety Level and
the New Safety Level achieved as a result of the activities included in the
Upgrading Program.

(2) Safety is a general term and it is first necessary to determine which quantitative
measure of safety is appropriate in order to solve the task. In our case we chose
to define four categories of Event Tree outcomes in a way to be able to cover a
wide range of Unit final states.

The ET Outcome Category definition in EQE Project is shown on Figure 1. This
categorization was chosen in order to account somehow for the radioactive
release without assessing its quantity. That is, this categorization is an attempt to
combine two different safety measures: fuel rod damage and radioactivity
release.

It should be emphasized that the choice of safety measure is directly connected
to the final analysis results and their interpretation.

(3) At the moment the Project started some results of other analyses were already
available, i.e.:

• Plant specific Initiating Event frequencies obtained in accordance with all
requirements of the PSA. (Energoproject Project);

• Results of the reliability analyses of some safety systems (WANO Six
Month Program, Item H: Probabilistic Safety Assessment; WESE);

• Results of some thermo-hydraulic analyses (WANO Six Month Program,
Item C: Accident analyses, WESE);

• Results of probabilistic and thermo-hydraulic analyses carried out in
Bulgaria at different time.
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Initiating
Event

Is the fuel rod
cladding

damaged?

No

Yea

Is radioactivity
released beyond
Primary Circuit

boundary?

No

Yea

No

Ye«

Is radioactivity
released beyond

Confinement
boundary?

No

Yea

No

Yea

IE Outcome
Category

A

B

C

B

C

D

Figure 1. IE Outcome Category Definition

(4)

(5)

(6)

Of course, when results of other projects are used the analyst has to be
extremely careful. First of all he has to know in details all assumptions based
in the corresponding analyses, the models and to be sure that he understands
the results correctly. For example, in WANO Six Month Program, Item H: valve
and pump control centers were modeled in FTs and at the same time
equipment generic failure data used for quantification also include valve and
pump control failures. As a result the value obtained for system unavailability
is quite high.

As far as some basic safety systems' models were already available it was
decided to use simplified Fault Trees for quantification of the rest Top Events. Of
course these FTs had to be consistent with the previous ones.

Generic equipment failure data were used for all FTs quantification.

Stand-by system start-up and running phases were separated and enter in the
ETs under different headings.
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Genera! Conclusion

All activities aimed to increase the Safety Level of a plant could be divided into four
groups. The activity groups are as follows (see Figure 2):

GROUP A

Activities which do not have direct effect on the safety and therefore can't be
assessed neither quantitatively nor qualitatively.

GROUP B

Activities to restore the Design Safety Level. The safety improvement as a
result of carrying out Group B activities could be assessed only
qualitatively

GROUP C

Activities to get confidence that the state of plant systems and components is
still at the Design Level.

It is obvious that the Plant Safety will not change relatively to the Design
Lfi^el.

GROUP D

Activities to increase the Plant Safety above the Design Safety Level.

relatively to the Design Safety Level quantitatively. The rest of Group D
activities could be assesses only qualitatively.
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Safety Level

Design Safety Level

New Safety Level

quantified

total

Activities
Group D

Activities
Group C

^—•Activities
Group B

Activities
Group A

Commissioning Operation Decision for
upgrading

Upgrading Time

Figure 2
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Content
slide 1

The objectives of the risk-based indicator
programme
The characteristics of the risk-based indicators

The ojectives of risk-based safety indicators
- in monitoring safety

- in PS A applications

What indicators?
- How to produce the risk based indicators?

- PSA requirements

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996

Risk-based Safety Indicators T. Szikszai slide 2

The Objectives of the Risk-based Indicator Programme

To allow to track issues related to plant
safety:

• Monitor

• Communicate

To help in the planning of NPP activities, to
support safety related decision making

To help in the establishment and
improvement of risk-based culture

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996 J
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The Characteristics of the Risk-based Indicators

How to measure safety?

- Risk can be calculated
PSA is a powerful analitical tool to study the "structure of
the risk", where it comes from.

PSA is very powerful to combine data and events seeming
insignificant providing information on plant safety level

The risk-based indicators "see the future" , and are faster
indicators, than others

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996

Risk-based Safety Indicators T. Szikszai slide 4

The Characteristics of the Risk-based Indicators (cont'd)

Risk lev

Real risk level1 risk

R.B.I.

Other performance indicators

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996
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The Objectives of Risk-based Safety Indicators

Risk-based safety indicators as:
- monitoring safety

• information on the safety status of the plant, as a part of the
quantitative evaluation program of the plant safety
performance.

- tool for safety management
• all the information needed for the PSA applications, as results

of the dynamical PSA.

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996

Risk-based Safety Indicators T. Szikszai slide 6

The Use of Risk-based Indicators in Safety Monitoring

Monitoring the risk status for
- long term risk trends

• predictive tool for early warning

- short term or immediate changes
• to understand present situation

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996
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The Use of Risk-based Indicators (cont'd)

Forward looking applications

- predictive tools for early warning
-risk planning

Backward looking applications
- retrospecive tools for learning lessons
- risk following

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996

Risk-based Safety Indicators T. Szikszai

What indicators?
slide S

From different levels of the safety

- global level
• plant risk in terms of

- individual risk (level 3)

- radiactive release risk (level 2)

- core damage risk (level 1)

- second level

• defence in depht:
- initiaing event frequencies

- conditional core damage probabilities
- containment response

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996
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What indicators? (cont'd)
slide 9

lower level
• unavailability indicators

- safety function unavailabilites

- system unavailabilities

- train/redundancy unavailabilities

the lowest level data

• PSA raw data

- IE precursors

- component failures, unavailabilities

- common cause failires
- human error probabilities
— operating profile

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996

Risk-based Safety Indicators T. Szikszai slide 10

How to Produce Risk-based Indicators?

• Global indicators

— short term applications: risk monitors

- long term applications: living PSA

• Second level indicators:

- Initiating events: FMEA, faulttree
judgement, engineering estimations,...

- Conditional probability of core
techniques+ PSA model

- Containment response: faulttree
techoques+PSA model

analysis, expert
etc.

damage: PSA

analisys, PSA

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996
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How to Produce Risk-based Indicators? (cont'd)

low level indicators

- system, train, function unavailabilities: faulttree
analysis, PSA techniques+PSA models

lowest level data

- PSA data: systematic data collection

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996

Risk-based Safety Indicators T. Szikszai

PSA requirements
siide 12

Scope
- depeding on the available PSA the application is predefined

Models

- plant specific models for risk monitors, and for living PSA

Data
- IE frequencies
- component random failure probabilities

- downtimes

- human errors

- CCF's

Tools, and administrative needs
- Hata mliection system, computer cnHes, organization and experts

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996
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Examlpe indicators
slide 13

Core damage frequency indicator (CDFI)

- The ratio of the actual CDF to the planned CDF

Core damage probability indicator
- The ratio of the measured CDP for the given time

period to the planned CDP for the ame period

• What is CDP for a time period?

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996
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CONTENTS

Overview of PSA level 2

Introduction: Framework
Accident Progression Phenomena in the
Confinement/containment
Severe Accident Sequences: Examples
Results and Insights

Accident Management

Concepts
Process
Use of PSA to support Accident
Management
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Containment failure due to over-
pressunzation

Prinary Coolant System

Hydrogen burn/explosions

Prinary System depressurization

Containment atmosphere

liypa.t.s

In-vessel steam explosions: missile
generation (alpha)

Reactor pressure vessel

Containment
Core nelt/debris. leading to

High pressure melt eiection/DCH

Ex-vessel Stean Explosions

Corium-concrete interactions

Basemat melt-through

ACCIDENT PROGRESSION PHENOMENA
IN THE CONTAINMENT
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SEVERE ACCIDENT SEQUENCES

Examples of core damage sequences
from level 1

• Steam generator tube rupture, secondary open

• Transient initiator + failure of secondary
cooling + failure of F&B due to failure of
PORVs to open

• Large LOCA + partial failure of safety
injection

Evaluation in level 2 is direct for:

Steam generator tube rupture, secondary open —>
Bypass PDS -> VERY LARGE RELEASE
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Evaluation in level 2 gives various possible
sequences:

Transient initiator + failure of secondary cooling +
failure to open PORVs for "feed and bleed" -» High
pressure PDS -»

High Pressure
PDS

Induced primary
failure

Type of induced
failure

zarly containment
failure

Consequence

No Induced Fail

Induced Failure

Hot leg

SGTR

failure

No failure

Failure

INCOMPLETE

LARGE REL

INCOMPLETE

VLARGE REL
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Evaluation in level 2 gives various possible
sequences:

Large LOCA + partial failure of safety injection
Low pressure, "partial" core damage PDS ->

Low pressure,
partial core

damane PDS

Core cooled
in-vessel

Core cooled

Core not cooled

Early

No

No

containment
failure

Core-concrete
interaction

Yes

No

Late

Yes

No

Yes

No

containment
failure

1"PA

MEI

KAGE

MUM REL

TTTAKAttF

T OT7/REL

LEAKAGE
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RESULTS: MEAN FREQUENCIES FOR INTERNAL
EVENTS (from NUREG-1150)

Plant

Surry

Peach
Bottom

Sequoyah

Grand Gulf

Zion

Type

PWR

BWR Mk I

PWR

BWR Mk III

PWR

Core Damage
Frequency

4 x 10-5

4.5 x lO"6

5.7 x 10"5

4 x 10"6

3.4 x 10"4

Frequency of
Early Failure
or Bypass of
Containment

3.7 x 10"6

2.5 x 10'6

6 x 106

1.73 x 10-6

5 x lO"6
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RESULTS FROM NUREG-1150

Relative probability of containment failure modes
(internal events)

Surry Zion.

Late, future

Bypess

Late Future

No Vessel Brea
or

Vesxel Breach/No CcnuusLSiesit. Failure

Wo Vesse! 8re
or

Vessel Breach/No C o n u i o a o l Failure

Sequoyah

Late Failure

Bypasa

No Vessel 3r«

Vessel Breach/Mo Containment Failure

Peach Bottom

Early F«ilur»

Grand Gulf

Earlf Failure

Vent
Late Failure
No Vessel Breach^

or
Vessel Breach/No Containment Failure

Late Failure

Vent

Vessel Breach
or

Vessel Breach/No Containment Failure
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RESULTS

SUMMARY OF RADIOLOGICAL
SOURCE TERM ESTIMATES

Bin

1

2

• •

N

Release

Frequency

R(l)

R(2)

• •

R(N)

Phase

Early

Late

Total

Early

Late

Total

Early

Late

Total

Early

Late

Total

Xe

0.95

0.05

1.00

..

..

.-

• -

• •

• •

I

0.08

0.005

0.085

• •

..

..

-.

..

..

-.

..

• •

Release group (fraction)

Cs

0.08

0.005

0.085

..

..

..

..

••

Te

0.5

0.04

0.09

• •

.-

• •

. .

• •

. .

• •

Ba Sr Ru La

0.002 8.0 x 105 - -

0.01 0.02 - 0.001

0.012 0.02 — 0.001

..

..

..

..
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RESULTS AND INSIGHTS

WWERs

No complete source term analyses yet available for
WWER type reactors (present knowledge base regarding
accident progression from vessel type LWRs is applicable
to WWERs)

WWER 440/230

• Core damage frequency range between 3.10'3 and
3.10'4 depending on degree of backfitting (limited and
expensive backfitting)

• Due to the large water inventory in the coolant
systems, accident evolution is very slow providing
good conditions for accident management

• Steam generator leaks (tube ruptures and header
breaks) can be isolated with the main gage valves in
the primary cooling loops. For other PWRs there is
usually an important and significant source term
contribution from this kind of sequences

• Confinement has very little capability regarding
mitigation of severe accidents (unless very expensive
upgrading is carried out)
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RESULTS AND INSIGHTS

WWER 440/213

• Core damage frequency range can be reduced to
1.10'4 depending on degree of backfitting

• Due to the large water inventory in the coolant
systems, accident evolution is very slow
providing good conditions for accident
management

• Steam generator leaks (tube ruptures and header
breaks) can be isolated with the main gate
valves in the primary cooling loops. For other
PWRs there is usually an important and
significant source term contribution from this
kind of sequences

• Large free containment volume
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RESULTS AND INSIGHTS

WWER 1000

• Core damage frequency range between 10"4 and
10'5 after some improvements, good conditions
for accident management

• Steam generator leaks (tube ruptures and header
breaks) have an important and significant source
term contribution

• According to the screening Level 2 analyses
dominant source term characteristics for WWER
1000 are either containment by-pass scenarios
(steam generator leaks) or relatively rapid
basemat penetration. Accident management
could improve the situation and render this
source term characteristics more favorable

• Otherwise, robust containment
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RESULTS AND INSIGHTS

CANDUs

Considerable uncertainties regarding accident
progression for CANDUs (damage propagation
in the core region)

RBMKs

No systematic severe accident analyses available
for RBMKs
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ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT

A BASIS FOR ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT

• In the past it was assumed that containment
failure was inevitable if the core melted

• The present understanding is that

1. Once the core has started to melt, the
progression of the melt is avoidable and
core cooling can be restored

2. Core melt does not necessarily cause vessel
or containment failure

• With the increased understanding of
phenomenological behavior in accidents,
improved methods have been developed to
better predict the course of accidents
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ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT: WHAT FOR?

• To prevent core damage: restoration of core
cooling and control of reactivity

• To maintain the integrity or delay the failure of
the RCS

• To maintain the integrity or delay the failure of
the confinement/containment

• To mitigate the release of radioactive material
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ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT IN NPPs

BACKGROUND

IAEA-Technical Report Series No. 368 (1994):

"Accident Management Programmes in Nuclear
Power Plants, a Guidebook"

Accident Management

(l)To
prevent
core
damage

(2) To
terminate the
progression of
core damage if
it begins, and
retain the core
within the
reactor vessel

(3) To
maintain
containment
integrity as
long as
possible

(4) To minimize
the effects of
releases of
radioactive
material to the
environment

Severe Accident Management
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DEFENCE IN DEPTH PRINCIPLE

DESIGN:

Successive barriers to prevent release of radioactive
material:

• Fuel matrix (fuel pellets)
• Cladding
• Primary coolant boundary
• Containment

Protection of these barriers by:

• Margins in design
• Quality and status surveillance
• Operating limits and procedures
• Safety systems

Accident management can be regarded as a further
line of protection by:

• Preventing that the plant leaves the design range
after a disturbance

• Preventing failure of the barriers
• Delaying failure of the barriers
• Providing additional mitigation to minimize or

terminate releases to environment
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DEFENCE IN DEPTH PRINCIPLE

Strategy

Events

Control

Procedures

Response

Condition
of barriers

Accident prevention Accident mitigation

Normal
operation

Anticipated
operational

occurrences

Normal operating
activities

Normal operating
procedures

Design basis
and complex
operating events

Severe accidents
beyond the

design basis

Control of
accidents in
design basis

Emergency
operating
procedures

Accident management

Ultimate part of
emergency operating

procedures

Normal operating systems
Engineered NsSpeeiai \ OB-site

safety \design \ emergency
features^ feature^ preparations

Area of specified
acceptable fuel design limit

1
Fuel

faBure

Severe
fuel

damage

Fuel Uncontrolled
melt fuel melt

I •

Loss of
confine-

ment

NORMAL EMERGENCY

INSAG-3 "Basic Safety Principles for Nuclear Power Plants"
(Items 282 to 288 provide an explanation for this figure)
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KEY POINTS INFLUENCING THE
DEVELOPMENT OF

ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES

1) Assessment of vulnerabilities and capacities:

Evaluation of the status of core cooling, reactivity, RCS and
containment integrity under different plant conditions

2) Development of accident management
strategies:

Focused towards maintaining the safety functions

3) Structured process to match strategies and
vulnerabilities:

Safety objectives —> safety functions -» challenges to safety
functions -» mechanisms that cause the challenges -»
definition of strategies

4) Definition of procedures and guidance:

Taking also into account the available instrumentation, time
for human actuation (diagnosis, actuation, evaluation of
consequences), potential for confusing signals, etc.

5) Validation of SAM procedures
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ASSESSMENT OF PLANT VULNERABILITIES
AND CAPABILITIES

(1) Identify vulnerabilities of safety systems and
functions

(2) Identify possible mechanisms and phenomena
which can challenge the barriers to the release
of radioactive material

• Assessment of vulnerabilities should be based on
analysis of the plant's response to accidents
beyond the design basis

• It should be done in a realistic manner, using
best estimate methods, not with conservative
approaches used for design basis analyses

• It should include all modes of operation, such as
full power, reduced power and shutdown for
refuelling
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Assessment of plant vulnerabilities
and capabilities: INPUTS

PLANT OPERATIONAL INFORMATION

• Event and incident reports
• Technical specifications
• Procedures
• Surveillance, test and inspection reports

ANALYSES

• Full scope Level 1, 2 PSA
• FSAR
• Plant manufacturer reports and analyses
• Regulatory documents
• Analyses for simulators and operator training

programmes
• Evaluation of instrumentation behavior and

limitations for accident diagnosis and control
• Review of existing procedures including an

assessment of their limitations
• Evaluation of available capabilities and means for

emergency situations

RESEARCH AND GENERIC ISSUES

• Severe accident research
• Generic PSAs, generic studies and analyses done for

similar or reference plants, event information
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Assessment of plant vulnerabilities
and capabilities: PROCESS STEPS

(1) Identify severe accident sequences on the basis
of PSA results. High consequence, low
probability events should be included in the
consideration of accident management
vulnerabilities

(2) Categorize the important accident sequences into
functional groups based on the PSA

(3) Identify key phenomenological behavior and
timing

(4) Identify key equipment responses for important
sequences

(5) Identify key personnel responses for important
sequences
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Assessment of plant vulnerabilities
and capabilities: PRODUCTS

(1) Selection of typical accident sequences with emphasis
on:

Consequences: Sequences with the highest probability or
largest radiological consequences

Timing: Sequences that require the least amount of time
to develop

Environment: Sequences that produce the most harsh
environment for equipment and personnel

(2) Identification of failure modes of equipment and systems
for dominant accident sequences

(3) Identification of operator actions to prevent, mitigate and
recover from accidents

(4) Identification of instruments needed and instrument
limitations (and failures from accident conditions)

(5) Summary of key phenomenological behavior and timing
(in-vessel, ex-vessel, containment)

(6) Identification of hardware needed

(7) Summary of plant and personnel capabilities and
vulnerabilities
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DEVELOPMENT OF STRATEGIES

Based on the knowledge of the plant
vulnerabilities

Focused towards compliance with the safety
objectives through the preservation of the safety
functions

There should be a systematic evaluation of the
possible strategies which could be adopted at
each level of severity of the accident (i.e. core
damage, core melt-down, RCS boundary melt
through, etc)

Suitable strategies should be capable of being
carried out under the physical plant conditions
associated with the particular challenge to the
safety function that has to be preserved
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STRUCTURED PROCESS TO MATCH
STRATEGIES AND VULNERABILITIES

Safety
objective

Safety
functions

Challenges

Mechanisms

Strategies

Prevent
containment

failure
_L

Maintain
overpressure

control

Slow
pressurization

Rapid
pressurization

Maintain
overtemperature

control
i

i i
Penetration

failure
Basemat

melt-through

Maintain
missile
control

Internally
generated
missiles

1
Insufficient

energy
removal

- Fan cooler
systems

- S p r a y
systems

- V e n t

1
N o n -

condensable
gas buildup

- V e n t

- Recombiners/
igniters

1
Direct

containment

heating

-Depressurize
RCS

- V e n t

- R o o d cavity

- Add barriers

I
Combustible

gas
detonation

-Recombiners/
igniters

- V e n t

I

Steam
explosions

- Eliminate
water

- Add barriers

1
Energy

addition
at vessel

failure

-Prevent
vessel
failure

-Provide
sufficient
energy
removal

1

Temperature
induced

degradation

- Fan cooler
systems

- S p r a y
systems

i
Core-

concrete
interaction

-Flood cavity

- A d d barriers

I
Steam

explosion
missiles

- A d d barriers

-On/vessel

- RCS at high
pressure

1
Hydrogen
detonation

missiles

- A d d barriers

-Prevent
hydrogen
explosion

Example tree for the systematic development of strategies to comply with
the safety objective: Prevention of containment failure
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USE OF PSA TO SUPPORT
ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT AT NPPs

Summary

Identification of significant severe accident
sequences. Selection criteria should be based on
the frequency and consequences of the sequences

Categorization of the important accident sequences
into groups that have similar characteristics with
respect to accident progression

Identification of weak points and critical features
(containment and containment functions)

Evaluation of consequences of failed systems,
operator errors, inoperative equipment, potential
use of non-safety-related equipment to restore
safety functions, etc.

Development of accident chronologies

Identification of success paths

Prioritization actions to reduce risk
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USE OF PSA TO SUPPORT
ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT AT NPPs

Cautions and Limitations

• CAUTION when using PSA insights from other
plants

• PSAs used in support of Accident Management
should be realistic rather than conservative
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Monitoring

Key Differences and
Conversion

E. Kitchev
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Sofia, Bulgaria
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ABSTRACT

The paper presents a summary of the current developments of Probabilistic Safety
Assessment (PSA), Living PSA (LPSA) and Risk Monitoring (RM), their key
differences and conversion. The summary of Level 1 PSA for Kozloduy NPP, Units
5,6 (WWER-1000/B-320) is presented and an approach for its conversion into Living
PSA and Risk Monitoring System is discussed.
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1. Introduction
The use of Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) in the nuclear industry started with

the quantification of the risk level of typical NPPs (WASH 1400). Originally the PSA was a tool of
the NPP manufacturer and of expert institutes. In the mean time PSA is more and more used to
analyze a given NPP with respect to a well balanced safety respective risk profile for weaknesses
identification and their elimination by system changes and/or backfits (NUREG 1150).

Today, there is a consistent interest to use a PSA as a tool for trending the risk and to balance
the actions during the NPP operation with respect to a minimal risk contribution. Operator actions
are based on Technical Specification (TS) and instructions which are focused traditionally
uncorrelated on safety and operating aspects only and therefor the NPP operation does not
follow risk-minimal strategies. For this advanced utilization of PSA additional modeling and a
meaningful computerization of a PSA are needed.

The source of potential changes to the plant model includes:
• configuration changes
• procedural changes (i.e. changes to test intervals)
• data changes based on operational experience
• modifications to design
• environmental conditions of plant staff's work and management impact as significant risk

contributors
Such considerations indicate that if the PSA is to reflect the actual plant risk at any given time,

it should essentially be dynamic in nature, allowing plant changes of any significance to be rapidly
assimilated into the model This concept has given birth to the terms 'Living PSA (LPSA) and
'Risk Monitoring' (RM).

2. PSA, LPSA and RM
2.1. Definitions and Goals

PSA is an investigation of safety status for a given plant, based on an integration of
all systems into a one large model, including design, manufacturing and operating
elements. This allows to be quantitatively ranked and balance in a scientific way the different
elements contributing to the consequences, likelihood, and uncertainties. It can be useful to
minimize investments and operating costs and to maximize the plant availability.

LPSA is an investigation of safety status for a given plant after a given time interval
e.g. 6 months, year/s), based on an updated specific PSA. It can be used for periodic safety
evaluation by the utility (as is required in USA, Germany, United Kingdom). It can be useful for
defining measures to re-assess abnormal events and to define additional safety measures
(off-line diagnostic tool). It is not intended to assist in real time accident management.

The main objectives of LPSA are trending of:
=> system changes and system improvements
=> backbiting
=> changes in operating procedures
=> aging and wear-out of components

RM is an investigation of safety impact of specific parameters for a given plant at a
given time interval, based on real time re-calculation of specific values using a plant
specific PSA. It is to be used for both short term and long term risk- optimal decisions by the
utility. It can be useful for defining measures to re-assess abnormal events and to define
additional safety measures (off-normal diagnostic tool). It is not intended to assist in real time
accident management.
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The main objectives of RM are monitoring of:
=> components outages
=> system configuration management
=> changes of operating procedures
=> changes in maintenance strategy (e.g. AOT, STI, etc.)
=> aging and wear-out of components

2.2. Key Differences
Some of the key differences of PSA, LPSA and RM is shown in the Table 1. below.

Table 1. Key Differences
PSA

1. Does not need necessarily
a fully computerized model

2. time-averaged model

3. Average risk output
4. Significant time period

required for running
5. Maintenance, failures, etc.

are built into model
6. Run to satisfy regulator

7. Use for Periodic Safety
Evaluation (PSE)

8. Risk specialist user
9. Off line usage
10. Single large cost
11. Results subject to intense

scrutiny and checking^
12. Accepted technology

of PSA, LPSA and RM
LPSA

Does not need necessarily a fully
computerized model
Time-average or time-dependent
model
Average or current risk output
Capable of being re-run on a given
time interval (6 months, year/s)
Maintenance, failures, etc. are built
into model
Run for operational reasons and/or to
satisfy regulator
Use for Periodic Safety Evaluation
(PSE)
Risk specialist and NPP operator user
off line usage
Periodic smaller cost
Results intended to be accepted
without checking
Not fully accepted

RM
Needs definitely a fully computerized
model
Time-dependent model

Current risk output
Capable of being re-run on a day to
day basis
Maintenance, failures, etc. are as they
occur
Run for operational reasons and/or to
satisfyj-egulator
Use as 'Safety Optimazer1

Risk specialist and NPP operator user
On or off line usage
Ongoing smaller cost
Results intended to be accepted
without checking
Not fully accepted

3. Summary of Kozloduy NPP Level 1 PSA
The Level 1 PSA for Kozloduy NPP, Unit 5,6 (WWER-1000/B-320) started in June 1992 and

was completed in October 1995. The contractor was the Bulgarian company Risk Engineering
Ltd.

3.1. Objectives
^> To assess the plant failures for determination of Core Damage Frequency (CDF)

^> To provide an assessment of plant safety

^> To provide a support for upgrading of the FSAR

î> To provide a basic for PSA use for plant operational issues

3.2. Scope
*3> Radioactivity Source is the core

^> Only one level of Core Damage State as a final consequences is considered.
Conservatively, this core damage level is assumed to be reached by any events
sequence that is not successfully terminated
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^ Only nominal full power operation state is considered

^> Internal Initiating Events (lEs) (including Loss of Off-Site Power, fires and floods)
were considered

*3> External Initiating Events (lEs) (fires and earthquakes) were considered

3.3. Approach
^ Small Events Trees/Large Fault Trees were developed

^ Conservative Thermal-Hydraulics (T/H) Analyses were performed to support
success criteria

"3> Generic Reliability Data Base and Beta-Factor Approach for Common Cause
Failures (CCFs) were used

^ Lack of Symptom Based Emergency Operating Instructions (SBEOIs) leaded to
usage of very conservative values for human actions

Q> Lack of T/H and Design Information leaded to usage of large number of
assumptions

^ IAEA's PSAPACK, Version 4.2. computer package was used
^> Importance Analysis was used to identify the important accidents sequences,

system and component failures and human errors with respect of CDF

3.4. Results

Table 2. Contributions of the Initiators to the Core Damage Frequency (CDF)
Initiating Event

L1. Large LOCA
L2. Medium LOCA
L3. Small LOCA
L4. Small Small LOCA
L5. Small LOCA through control rod
L6. Small LOCA inside containment
L7. Intersystem LOCA (collector cover)
L8. Intersystem LOCA (single SG tube)
T9. Reactor trip
T10. Reactor trip with loss of TG condenser vacuum
T11. Reactor trip with containment isolation
T12. Loss of Off-site Power
T13. Loss of service water
T14. Steam Line Break inside Containment
T15. Steam Line Break outside Containment
T16. Loss of Feedwater
Total CDF

IE
Frequenc

y
1.0E-5
5.5E-4
1.0E-3
3.7E-3
5.0E-4
1.0E-5
1.0E-5
5.0E-3
3.0E+1
1.2E-1
7.0E-2
3.0E-2
1.0E-3
1.0E-3
4.0E-2
1.0E-3

CDF

2.80E-7
1.47E-5
2.70E-5
9.70E-6
1.40E-5
2.20E-6
9.30E-6
1.00E-4
4.40E-6
8.00E-6
1.20E-6
1.60E-4
1.50E-5
6.00E-8
2.70E-6
1.50E-7
3.73E-4

Contribution
to the CDF

[%]
0.08
3.94
7.24
2.60
3.75
0.59
2.49
26.81
1.18
2.14
0.32

42.90
4.02
0.02
0.72
0.04

The major accident contributors to CDF are
• T12, Loss of Off-site Power (42.90%)
• L8 and L3, LOCA (34%) in terms of lEs
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• Electrical systems in general in terms of systems
• Pumps in Safety Systems, Emergency Diesel Generators (EDGs) and their

Common Cause Failures (CCFs) in terms of components
• Human failures due to maintenance errors

The contribution to CDF from LOCA initiators is 2.27E-4 (60.9%)

The contribution to CDF from transient initiators is 1.46E-4 (391%)

3.5. Conclusions
^ Kozloduy NPP CDF is equivalent to US PWRs CDF

• Implementation of improvements ID by Level 1 PSA will reduced CDF to the
lower range for older PWRs and about average for the current population of
NPPs worldwide

^> Improvement of the reliability of electrical systems in general

"^ installation of fourth EDG

^> development of a Plant Specific Data Base

^> development of Symptom Based Emergency Operating Instructions (SBEOIs)

^> conversion of Level PSA into Living PSA and Risk Monitoring System

*3> carrying out of Level 2 PSA

4. Conversion of Level 1 PSA into a Real Time Model

4.1. Overview
^ Level 1 PSA only provides a snapshot picture of risk and it leads of using the average

value for the availability of various components and systems
Q> During day-to day operation, the Instantaneous CDF changes due to components

are removed or put back into service
^> A standard Level 1 PSA only evaluates Average CDF and it is not dynamic enough

to provide real-time advice

4.2. Summary of NUREG/CR-5925 Approach
Q> US NRC approach (NUREG/CR-5925) for conversion of a Level 1 PSA into real-time

risk management model can be used
^ there are various measures used to define CDF
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Core damage
Frequency

(CDF)

[Outage Risk] = •
[ACDF] x [Outage Interval (hrs)]

8760 (hrs/year)

ACDF

Outage Interval

Instantaneous

• Average CDF \

Baseline CDF
(Design Risk)J
Time, T

FIGURE 1. Risk Definition Based on PSA

CDFavr

1 6
CDFavr = - * jICDF(t)dt

T °
- Average CDF

J CDF(t)dt - Instantaneous CDF
o
Baseline CDF - Lowest Achievable CDF (all equipment is available)

A C D F - the increase in Instantaneous CDF above the Baseline Risk (Baseline CDF) level for
any plant configuration
Baseline CDF (Design Risk) - (in units per year) the accumulated risk experienced over a
given period (i.e. one year) that is associated with NPP design.
Outage Interval - the period of time the NPP remains in any configuration that involves the test
or maintenance of one or more pieces of equipment
Outage Risk - the risk associated with an individual outage associated with equipment test or
maintenance unavailability. It can be calculated as the product of ACDF and the Outage Interval,
normalized by dividing by 8760 hours per year
Accumulated Outage Risk - the interval of Outage Risk over some prescribed time period
(i.e. one year)

Computer Related Issues (PC-Based)

Convert PSA Event Trees into Fault Tree Logic

Link Initiating Events Fault Trees into a Single Master Logic Fault Tree (MLFT)

Explicitly Model all System Fault Trees in MLFT (e.g. Remove all FT House Events)

Modularization of MLFT

Compare MLFT Results to Level 1 PSA to Verify Accuracy
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% Remove Contribution of Test and Maintenance Unavailability from MLFT

Q> Explicitly Model all Recovery Actions

5. Risk Monitoring System for Kozloduy NPP

5.1. Stages of Development

Plant Specific Data Bases
=> Development of plant specific data bases for adequate support of a complete risk-

based maintenance program including reliability tracking

Computerized Risk Based Preventive Maintenance Program
=> to assure that a comprehensive Reliability Centered Maintenance (RCM) program

for the risk-critical components is adopted
Identification of Significant Equipment
Data Collection
Maintenance History Review
Preventive matinee (PM) task Evaluation
Non-Significant Equipment Evaluation
System Summary Report
System Evaluation Review
Implementation of PM Program Changes
establishment of PM Living Program for

Computerized Reliability Tracking System (RTS)
=> to assure that the RCM program for the risk-critical components is adequate to

maintain their reliability goal
• development, building and verifying a software filter
• identifying and grouping of components to be tracked
• establishment of reliability goals for tracked components
• design of tracking algorithms (e.g. using RTSETUP)
• configuration of operating tracking program (e.g. RTOPRAT) for the tracking

algorithms and customized screens
• trial running operation and evaluation of RTS performance
• provision of operating manuals for RTS
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Level 1 PSA

Development of
Plant Specific Data Bases J

Development of Computerized Risk Based
Preventive Maintenance Program J

[ Development of |

Computerized Reliability Tracking System I

£_ 1 i
Best Estimate \ ^Conversion of Level 1 PSA\ ( Risk-Based Analysis \

Thermal Hydraulic Analysis l_pi into a Real-Time Model L of Technical Specification I

Development of Computerized
Risk Monitoring System

FIGURE 2. Conversion of Level 1 PSA into Risk Monitoring System

Best Estimate Thermal Hydraulic Analysis
=> Development of better understanding of NPP Best Estimate accident response

Conversion of Level 1 PSA into Real Time Model
=> Identify design/procedural vulnerabilities

Risk-Based Analysis of Technical Specification
=> ID weaknesses in scope of existing Technical Specifications (TSs)
=> Recommended changes based on PSA insights

Computerized Risk Monitoring System
=> PC-based, risk management tool used to address operational safety issues
=> Understanding of day-to-day risk of NPP and development of a decision tool for

evaluating operational safety issues
=> Underlying risk model capable of requantifying the instantaneous CDF for any

plant configuration in real-time (i.e. 2-5 minutes)
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=> Normally it is based on Level 1 PSA, but it can be adapted to other NPP operating
mode (e.g. Level 2 PSA, Shutdown PSA)

=> Impact of plant configuration changes assessed interactively
=> Graphics user interface optimized to the needs of the end-user (NPP or Regulatory

personnel)

5.2. Basic Features
Q> Microsoft Windows compatible

Q> IRRAS computer software for quantification

^ Bulgarian and English languages

^ Color-code status bar for quantitative indication of plant risk

^ Provides restoration advice

^ Capability to perform 'what if calculations

^> Calculates prioritized list of components most important to safety for each plant
configuration

^> Various collection of component test and failure data

Q> Explicitly model all recovery actions

5.3. Risk Acceptance Criteria

Core damage
Frequency t

(CDF)

£_
[ Configuration #2

AOT AOT
Baseline CDF
(Design Risk)

Fixed Safety Limit = ACDF * AOT Time> HI

FIGURE 3. Calculation of Allowed Outage Time

RMS calculates safety oriented Allowed Outage Time (AOTs) based on US NRC
fixed safety limit for configuration risk (FIGURE 3)

US NRC fixed safety limits of 5.0E-7 is based in Instantaneous CDF increase to
1 .OE-3 for 4 hours
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RMS calculates AOTs for each unit configuration and plots the results in quantitative
terms

Some risk acceptance limits should be defined for the RMS as follows (TABLE 3)

Table 3. Example of Risk Acceptance Limits for RMS
AOT

4 hours

3 days

7 days

14 days

no limit

CDF

1.00E-3

2.00E-4

2.50E-4

2.90E-4

3.30E-4

Maintenance State

RED - immediate shutdown i::iS":J

YELLOW - maintenance
planning

GREEN - no limits

6. Overview of Project for Development of Risk Monitoring System
^ RMS will be used off-line at Kozloduy NPP until the technical and structural environment

will allow on-line usage
^> Plant configuration data will be collected monthly by different department and should be

evaluated using RMS
• Data collection needs will be identified
• Insights and lessons learned will be recorded
• NPP staff and Regulator will become familiar with the technology of RMS

^> After a period of time (e.g. one year) an assessment will be made regarding the feasibility
of a real-time risk based approach to operational safety management

^ RMS will be upgraded (if necessary) to meet the needs of the NPP and Regulator

7. Conclusions
^> RMS provides a flexibility to operational circumstances

• to go beyond one dimensional effectiveness of paper based systems and explore the
risk associate with the precise configuration of the NPP

• to create a window into the risk world and to produce an environment where operators
develop an enhanced risk awareness

^ RMS has the potential to be used as a valuable decision tool to support
Utility/Regulatory activities in a number of important areas:
• to support on-line decision making to optimize NPP safety, availability, maintenance

effectiveness
• to assess the advisability of continued NPP operation when Technical Specification

limits have been reached
• to perform sensitivity analysis to evaluate the impact of various decision options on

NPP operational safety
^> RMS can be used to evaluate operational experience
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RMS can be used to improve the Safety Culture through a risk based training and
inspection activities
• off-line use to observe the impact of changes in line up and operating procedures
• to create artificial situations to which the operator must react in order to reduce risk

levels
RMS can address very complex configurations beyond the scope of Technical

Specifications (TSs) and can be used to validate the bases for existing TSs
RMS provides a technical bases for discussion of operational safety limits between Utility
and Regulator
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BARSELINA

The Barselina Project was initiated in the summer 1991. The project is a
multilateral co-operation between Lithuania, Russia and Sweden. The long range
objective is to establish common perspectives and unified bases for assessment of
severe accident risks and needs for remedial measures for the RBMK reactors.

During phase 3, from March, 1993 to June, 1994, a full scope Probabilistic Safety
Analysis (PSA) model of the Ignalina Nuclear Power Plant units 2 (INPP-2) was
developed to identify possible safety improvement of risk importance. The
probabilistic methodology was applied on a plant specific basis for a channel type
reactor of RBMK design. To increase the realism of the risk model a set of
deterministic analyses were performed and plant/RBMK-specific data base were
developed and used. A general concept for analysing this type for analysingtm'E,

ctypex>f reactor was developed.

During phase 4, July 1994 to September 1996, the PSA is further developed,
taking into account plant changes, improved modelling methods and extended
plant information concerning dependencies (area events, dynamic effects,
electrical and signal dependencies). The updated model is quantified and new
results and conclusions are evaluated.

The PSA is used to support in the discussion of safety related issues, e g in the
Plant Safety Committee.

The experience and information from the Barselina PSA phases, is in phase 4 also
used as a valuable input to other projects, e g those initiated as the result of the
phase 3 work - EOP, SAR and RMMS.

The phase 4 PSA work used insights from the peer review performed by Batelle
Pacific Northwest Laboratories on the phase 3 work. Another review is planned
for the phase 4 work.

The phase 4 results indicate that the overall core damage frequency is lower than
the phase 3 result. The reason to this is the introduction of plant safety
improvement features, and improved modelling, removing unnecessary
conservatism. However, there are still many plant improvements on their way
(decided but not implemented, or just about to be decided). The new result is also
more balanced by the improvements in the modelling of the CPS and ACS
systems. Some new interesting improvements are identified based on the PSA, but
also as input from other sources.

The characteristics of the risk topography is that transients dominate the risk
rather than Loss of Coolant Accidents. Furthermore it is the long term failure to
cool the core that gives dominating contributions. This demonstrates both the high
redundancy front line engineered safety systems and the "forgiving" features of
the reactor, low power density and high heat capacity enables the reactor to resist
at least a one hour total loss of electrical power without core damage.
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The result indicate that long term lack of coolant leads to severe environmental
consequences because the core damage is assumed to occur at high reactor
pressure.

Human factors also contribute significantly to the core damage frequency.
However somewhat less than in the phase 3 results. The development and
introduction of emergency operating procedures is still not accounted for in the
present results.

The phase 3 results indicated the risk decrease due to introduction of a set of
proposed safety measures. The current status of those measures, and new
measures identified during the phase 4 work, are presented. Another important
result is that the importance of the intermediate cooling circuit has increased. The
reason is that more systems, now are dependent in the same intermediate cooling
circuit, where all pumps are dependent on the same HZ 19 bus. This plant change
is questioned by the PSA result. The reason to make the change was to avoid
problems with molluscs in the service water cooling for the main and auxiliary
feed water pumps.

Plant specific inconsistencies in design of control power bus-bars, actuation logic
and area event vulnerability has been further identified. It can be noted that this
type of findings are a normal part of the PSA work with western reactors,
especially when the model level of detail is increased in these areas.

Some of the improvements from phase 3 are already been implemented in the
plant, others are under way. Implementation of proposed improvement will both
reduce the risk of core damage accidents and reduce the environmental
consequences of most accidents.

The single channel rupture, which leads to damage of one fuel element, but which
is one of the design accidents for the RBMK plant and has limited environmental
consequences still has a high frequency. An IAEA meeting has discussed the
RBMK hazard states. This meeting concluded that two core damage hazard states
exist, corresponding to the accident and damage states used in the INPP PSA.
Violation is considered "safe", also with regard to environmental consequences.
However, the reliability of the accident localisation system ALS is important also
in those cases, to minimise releases from the plant. Continued work in the level 2
analysis field is therefore needed.

In conclusion the PSA work is a valuable input to the EOP and SAR projects. The
PSA responsibility is moved to Ignalina, supporting decision making and
discussion of safety issues at the plant and in the Plant Safety Committee. The
new results indicate a lower risk compared to the phase 3 results. The new results
are more balanced, however with some new improvement areas on the list for
plant changes, as well as for the continued work.
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Fundamental parameters of the RBMK-1500 reactor
Coolant
Heat cycle configuration
Power, MW:

thermal (design)
thermal (actual)
electrical (design)

Core dimensions, m:
height
diameter

Thickness of reactor's graphite reflector, m:
end
side

Lattice pitch, m
Number of channels:

fuel
control and protect system
reflector-cooling

Fuel
Initial fuel enrichment for 23:>U, %
Nuclear fuel buraup, MWday/kg
Temperatures, °C:

maximum temperature at center of fuel
pellet
maximum graphite stack temperature
maximum fuel channel temperature
coolant temperature at fuel channel inlet
coolant temperature at fuel channel outlet
feedwater temperature

Excessive pressure, MPa:
steam pressure at separators
pressure in MCP pressure header

Coolant flow rate through reactor at normal
power, kg/s
Steam produced in reactor at normal power, kg/s
Void fraction at reactor outlet, %
Maximum fuel channel parameters:

fuel channel power, kW
coolant flow rate through fuel channel,
kg/s
void fraction at fuel channel outlet, %

Number of main circulation pumps
Capacity of main circulation pumps, kg/s

water (steam-water mixture)
single circuit

4800
4200
1500

7
11.8

0.5
0.88
0.25x0.25

1661
235
156
uranium dioxide
2.0
21.6

2100

750
350
260...266
284
177...190

6.38...6.87
S.6
8700...10550

2361...2444
23...29

4250
7.8

36.1
8
1944...3056
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RBMK-1500 Flow Diagram

21

1 - reactor
2 • pressure tube
3- water pipelines
4 - steam pipelines
5- drum separator
6- downcomer
7- MCP suction header
8 • main circulation pump
9 - MCP header bypass
10 - MCP pressure header
11 • jumper
12 - flow restrictor, mechanical filter
13 • group distribution header

14 - isolation and control valve
15-mixer
16 - feedwater valve assembly
17-steam headers
18-main relief valve (MRV)
19- BRU-K valves
20-turbine trip valve
21 - turbogenerator
22 • condenser
23 - condensate pump, level 1
24 • condensate purification
25 - heater
26 - deaerator

27 - auxiliary feedwater pumps
28 - feedwater pumps
29 - ECCS pumps
30 - BRU-D valves
31 - ECCS headers
32 - ECCS tanks
33-ALSpool
34 - emergency deaerator makeup tank
35 - emergency deaerator makeup pumps
36 - UWDS pumps
37 - UWDS tank
38 - condensate pump, level 2
39 • BRU-B



Rupture location zones
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Relation between safety function and front line systems

Safety function

Reactivity control

Confinement and core cavity
integrity

Primary circuit pressure control

Core cooling - core injection,
drum separator makeup and
heat removal

Front line system

1. Reactor Control and Protection System

2. Control Rods

3. Pressure Suppression System

4. Core Cavity Pressure Relief System

5. Main Steam Relief Valves (MR V's) and
BRU-B valves

6. Condenser and the BRU-K Valves

7. Pressurised Tanks (ECCS)

8. ECCS Pumps

9. Auxiliary Feedwater System (AFWS)

10.Main Feedwater System (MFWS)

General safety function requirements

Large and
medium
LOCA

Small and
very small
LOCA

Transients

Shutdown

Automatic
scram
required

Automatic
or manual
scram
required

Automatic
or manual
scram
required

Pressure
control of
the primary
circuit

Not
required

Required

Required

Short term
cooling
(GDH-
injection)

Required

Not
required

Not
requked

Intermediate
term cooling

GDH-
injection

DS-makeup
or GDH-
injection

Normally not
required

Long
term
cooling

GDH-
injection

DS-
makeup
or GDH-
injection

DS-
mafceup
orGDH-
injection
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IE
Code

TSAE209

A.1T

A.1B

A.4

A.5

S1.1T

S1.1G

Sl.2

S1.3

S1.4

S1.5

S2.1

IE Description

Normal Scram with area event in control
cable room 209. The event is most likely
fire.

Large LOCA Zone 1. MCP suction
header (1040/70, 2) rupture.

Large LOCA Zone 1. MCP discharge
header (1040/70, 2) rupture.

Large LOCA Zone 4. Steam line (400, 8)
or a Feed Water line (400, 4) rupture.

Large LOCA Zone 5. An unisolated
rupture in the Steam line (400, 8) or Feed
Water line (400, 4).

Medium LOCA Zone 1 (Sl.l).
Downcomer (325/15, 44) rupture or
crack and leaks in piping represented by
A.l.

Group Distribution Header rupture
upstream check valve, (325/15,44),

Medium LOCA Zone 2 (Sl.2). Group
Distribution Header rupture downstream
check valve, (325/15, 44).

Medium LOCA Zone 3 (S1.3). A multiple
pressure tube rupture, 4 or more tubes.

Medium LOCA Zone 4 (S1.4). A rupture
in the steam crosspiece between two
neighbouring Drum Separators, (300,
10), or a rupture in the water crosspiece
between two neighbouring Drum
Separators, (300,4), or crack and leaks in
piping represented by A.4.

Medium LOCA Zone 5 (Sl.5). An
unisolated rupture in the Blowdown and
Cooling System piping or crack and leaks
in piping represented by A.5.

Small LOCA Zone 1 (S2.1). A multiple,
spurious or transient induced, opening of
Main Relief valves with failure to reclose,
(350-700 t/h) i.e. 1 MRV or crack and
leaks in piping or instrumentation lines
represented by A.I and Sl.l.

Phase 3 best
estimate IE
frequency

2E-4

3,5E-5

3,5E-5

7E-5

inch in A.4

0,15*8E-3
=l,2E-3

2E-5

2E-5

-

1E-4

0,26*8E-3
=2,lE-3

Data source
used in best
estimate

Area event
analysis
estimate

Best
estimate

Best
estimate

pi. spec
Best
estimate

Best
estimate

Best
estimate

Best
estimate

PI spec.
Best
estimate

Comment

Distributed zero
estimate

This category is treatet
as a part of the zone 4
event of the same size
in the analysis.

MRV LOCA plus
failure to reclose 8e-
3/event

As Sl.2, assumed

Distributed Zero
estimate

No piping exist

This category is treate
as a part of the zone 4
event of the same size
in the analysis.

MRV LOCA plus
failure to reclose 8e-
3/event
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IE
Code

S2.2

S2.3

S2.4

S2.5

S3

IE Description

Small LOCA Zone 2 (S2.2). Crack and
leaks in piping or instrumentation lines
represented by A.2 and S1.2.

Small LOCA Zone 3 (S2.3). A single or
multiple pressure tube rupture, 1 to 3
tubes.

Small LOCA Zone 4 (S2.4). Crack and
leaks in piping or instrumentation lines
represented by A.4 and Si.4.

Small LOCA Zone 5 (S2.5). Unisolated
crack and leaks in piping or
instrumentation lines represented by A.5
and S1.5.

Very small LOCA Zone 1 and 2 (S3).
Crack and leak in piping or
instrumentation lines represented by A.I,
A.2, Sl.l, S1.2, S2.1 and S2.2. If the
Crack or leak is smaller than 30mm the
event is treated as a part of the Manual
Scram transient, TM.

Phase 3 best
estimate IE
frequency

5E-4

l,2E-3

1E-4

2E-3

Data source
used in best
estimate

Best
estimate

Best
estimate

Best
estimate

Best
estimate

Comment

Distributed zero
estimate

Distributed zero
estimate, incl. very
small

0,8/a pi. spec leak data

This category is treated
as a part of the zone 4
event of the same size
in the analysis.

Distributed Zero
estimate, one leak Jan
94
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RBMK GENERALIZED CORE HAZARD STATE CATEGORIES
DEFINITION

Type of core
damage

Without loss of
fuel cladding
integrity

Violation of fuel
cladding integrity

Channel pressure
tube blockage/
rupture

Damage of reactor
core

Loss of the core
structural integrity

Description and extent of damage

No exceeding of Safety Operation
Limits
Exceeding of SOL in no more than three
channels

Exceeding of Safety Operation Limits in
more than three channels due to
cladding defects (there are no pressure
tube ruptures at high pressure)

Exceeding of Maximum Design Limits
in no more than 3 channels leading to or
caused by 1 -3 pressure tube(s) rupture
at high pressure

Exceeding of Maximum Design Limits
in 4-90 channels over the core
(accompanied by rupture of no more
than three pressure tubes at high
pressure).

Exceeding of Maximum Design Limits
in more than 90 channels.
Rupture of more than 3 pressure tubes
(9 after improvement) leading to reactor
upper plate uprise.
Fuel dispergation.

Hazard
category

S

V

V1,V2

D

A
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Large LOCA, Zone 4, Steam

Shut Down

FASS signal
from OPS

Cl.l

ir
AZ-I signal
from CPS

C1.2

FASS rod
release (2.5 s)

C2.1

Normal rod
insertion (14 s)

C2.2

Normal rod
insertion (14 s)

C2.2

A i

FASS rod
slow insertion
(8 s)
C2.3

_ J

Cooling

ECCS
Short term
1/3 trains
VI

GDH-injection
Intermediate term
2+1 ECCS/AFWS
V2.3

GDH-injection
Intermediate icrm
I + i ECCS/AFWS
V2.2

GDH-injection
Long term
1 + 1 ECCS/AFWS
V3.1

GDH-injection
Long term
1 ECCS/AFWS
V3.01

GDH-injection
Long term
1 + 1 ECCS/AFWS
V3.1

GDH-injection
Long term
1 ECCS/AFWS
V3.01

GDH-injeclion
Intermediate term
1 ECCS/AFWS
V2.1

A
GDH-injection
Long term
1 ECCS/AFWS
V3.01

00
(Jj
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1E+07 - - -

Impact factor on total

1E+06 —•

1E+05

1E+04 -

1E+03 i

1E+C2

1E+01

1E+00 E

1E-01 4

100%

90%

CONDENSAT
E
Factor 10

10000

40% -̂ —

0,01 0,1
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Barselina 2000
Project Proposal

Gunnar Johanson 1996 09 12

Safety Mangement
2000

INPP proposals

Barselina 2000
Initiation, Co-ordination
and Support

Operation Maintenance Technical/
Design

Management
QAM

-EOP
-Tech Specs

Qualitative
Quantitative

- Severe ace.
response

- Self assessment
Root cause analysis
Safety indicators
Risk follow up

- RMMS
I Work processes

PSA level 1
PSA level 2
Shutdown
analysis
Design docs.

00
j

- Configuration
Management
Work processes

-PSC
-QA
- IPERS

SAR ISSUES?



XA9744407

Risk-based
Configuration Control

T. Szikszai

Workshop on "PSA Applications"
Sofia, Bulgaria

7-llOctober 1996
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Risk-based Configuration Control T. Szikszai

Content
slide 1

The Configuration Control
The Risk-based Configuration Control
- during power operation mode

- during shutdown mode

PSA requirements

Use of Risk-based Configuration Control System

Configuration Management
- basic elements

- benefits

- information requirements

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996

Risk-based Configuration Control T. Szikszai slide 2

The Configuration Control

The configuration is a set of component
states, (components out of service due to
test, maintenance or failure)
The configuration control provides
problemless, safe production along the
maintenance activity of the plant.

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996
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Risk-based Configuration Control T. Szikszai slide 3

The Risk-based Configuration Control

The risk-based configuration control is to
control and manage plant risks resulted by
configurations

It focuses on high risk configuration, and
reduces burden on unimportant areas,
(redirects the efforts from the unimportant
to the important areas)

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996

Risk-based Configuration Control T. Szikszai slide 4

The Risk-based Configuration Control (cont'd)

During power operations
- to plan smooth low risk production (risk

planning)

- to follow dynamic configuration behaviour

- t o avoid high risk configurations, and
reorganize operation and maintenance tasks in
order to minimize risk (risk following)

- t o identify and relax TS limitations on
unimportant areas

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996
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Risk-based Configuration Control T. Szikszai slide 5

The Risk-based Configuration Control (cont'd)

during shutdown conditions
- shutdown risk is more dynamic than power

operation risk
- t o plan low risk configuration in the

maintenance period
- to follow the plan and "fine-tune" if necessary
- taking into account the minimum required

safety configuration by TS

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996

slide 6Risk-based Configuration Control T. Szikszai

Criteria Used by Configuration Control

control of configuration risk by means of
— strategies to avoid high risk peaks
— transfer to less risky configuration
— repairs in required durations

provide adequate repair times
— enough time to complete repair

— avoid unnecessary long durations

avoid unnecessary shutdowns

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996
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Risk-based Configuration Control T. Szikszai

Risk Importances
slide 7

The risk-based configuration control manipulates
the risk importances of the equipment, systems in
different configurations to determine the most
effective risk reduction possibilities.
- risk reduction

• components in operation and standby

• components out of service

- risk increase

- Fussel-Vesely importance

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996

Risk-based Configuration Control T. Szikszai

PSA Requirements
slide 8

The risk-based configuration control uses
the PSA models and data on a dynamic
way, i.e. it requires a PSA of the nuclear
power plant being transformed to a dynamic
everyday tool.

=> living PSA and risk monitor

+immediate knowledge on actual plant
configuration

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996
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Risk-based Configuration Control T. Szikszai slide 9

PSA requirements (cont'd)

Maintenance Scheduling 1 ^ Random Failures

Plant configuration

"Living PSA"

Risk Monitoring

Risk-based Configuration Control

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-tt October 1996

Risk-based Configuration Control T. Szikszai

Configuration Management
slide 10

• Basic elements

The configuration management is a complex
of management tasks consisting of:
- Manage components out of service
- Manage operating components
- Manage unavailability durations
- Manage frequency of occurrence

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996
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Risk-based Configuration Control T. Szikszai slide 11

Configuration Management (cont'd)

Manage components out of service (OOS)
- Identify high risk configurations

- Test and maintenance scheduling in order to
avoid high risk configurations

-Test of components/systems after failure if
applicable

Manage operating components
- Identify functional alternatives to OOS

components

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996 J

Risk-based Configuration Control T. Szikszai slide 12

Configuration Management (cont'd)

Manage unavailability durations
- Determine risk significant AOT's

• optimization, alternatives

— Determine non-impacting AOT's
• optimization, extension(?)

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996
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Risk-based Configuration Control T. Szikszai slide 13

Configuration Management (cont'd)

Manage frequency of occurrence
- monitor history of plant configurations

• frequency of high risk configurations

- modify maintenance and/or test frequency and
practice where applicable

• to lower the frequency of high risk configurations

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996

Risk-based Configuration Control T. Szikszai slide 14

Configuration Management (cont'd)

Benefits of configuration management
- identify critical configurations
- identify functional alternatives of OOS
- develop typical schedules to reallocate

resources
- optimize AOT's

- lower frequency of high risk peaks

=> reduce risk and burden

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996
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Risk-based Configuration Control T. Szikszai slide 15

Configuration Management (cont'd)

Information requirements (direct input)
- immediate knowledge on current plant

configuration
• OOS equipment

- causes, failures, maintenance

- duration

• current maintenance schedule

• PSA information
- model

- data

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996

Risk-based Configuration Control T. Szikszai slide 16

Configuration Management (cont'd)

Information requirements (output to
maintenance scheduling)
- critical configurations to reduce momentaneous

risk
- critical configurations to develop typical low

risk schedules
- alternatives equipment and tests to OOS

equipment

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996
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Risk-based Configuration Control T. Szikszai slide 17

Configuration Management (cont'd)

risk information to optimize AOT's
risk information to determine downtime actions
risk based indicators to track occurrences
reliability analyses to update/modify
test/maintenance activities

IAEA Workshop on PSA Applications, Sofia, Bulgaria, 7-11 October 1996
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XA9744408

Use of PSA to support
Emergency Planning

atNPPs

A. Gomez Cobo

Workshop on "PSA Applications"
Sofia, Bulgaria

7-11 October 1996
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Workshop on PSA applications. Sofia, Bulgaria. October 96

CONTENTS

Overview of PSA level 3

Emergency Planning

Use of PSA to support emergency planning
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Workshop on PSA applications. Sofia, Bulgaria. October 96
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Method for Probabilistic Safety Assessment

FRAMEWORK
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Workshop on PSA applications. Sofia, Bulgaria. October 96

REFERENCES

IAEA Safety Series No. 50-P-XX "Procedures for
Conducting Probabilistic Safety Assessments in
Nuclear Power Plants (level 3)" (Under publication)

NUREG-1150-Vol 2
"Severe Accident Risk: An Assessment for Five
U.S. Nuclear Power Plants" (1990)

NUREG-0654 FEMA-REP-1 (draft)
"Criteria for Preparation and Evaluation of
Radiological Emergency Response Plans and
Preparedness in Support of Nuclear Power Plants
(1996)
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Workshop on PSA applications. Sofia, Bulgaria. October 96

LEVEL 3 PSA: PROCESS (1/4)

Inputs:

• Radionuclide release from Level 2 PSA
frequency, energy, height, timing

• Meteorological data

• Population data

• Agricultural production data

• Land data

• Food distribution data

• Economic data

• Countermeasures
Short-term: sheltering, evacuation..
Long-term: relocation, land decontamination,
food bans...
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Workshop on PSA applications. Sofia, Bulgaria. October 96

LEVEL 3 PSA: PROCESS (2/4)

Level 3 calculational steps:

Atmospheric dispersion
release of the plume, direction and dispersion of
the plume, surface deposition

Calculation of dose
external, inhalation, ingestion

Calculation of health effects Deterministic and
stochastic. Early and late

Calculation of economic consequences
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Workshop on PSA applications. Sofia, Bulgaria. October 96

LEVEL 3 PSA: PROCESS (3/4)

Meteorological sampling and
result measure calculation:

• Calculational steps are repeated many times
using sampled meteorological data

• result measures calculated onar , 9 grid around
a release location

• large number of different weather conditions ->
Distribution of result measures at each grid
element ~> Mean value for each grid element

• Mean values can be averaged over all directions
of the wind rose -> Mean result may be presented
as f (distance from release point)
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Workshop on PSA applications. Sofia, Bulgaria. October 96

LEVEL 3 PSA: PROCESS (4/4)

CCDF - The Complementary Cumulative
Distribution Function

Why use the CCDF?

• Weather conditions affect results

• The mean summarizes the results from all
meteorological samples

• Need to see the variation due to weather
conditions

• Relating the variation to probability of weather
conditions -> understanding of results
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Workshop on PSA applications. Sofia, Bulgaria. October 96

CCDF: How is it calculated?

Results (e.g., number of early fatalities)
calculated for each meteorological condition
(sample) are binned (grouped)

Each sample has a probability

• Sum of probabilities of samples in a bin
probability of that bin

• Probability of bin x release frequency —»
frequency of bin

• A point of a CCDF curve can show:

Conditional probability of the corresponding
consequence value or a greater value, given
a release has occurred

Frequency of the corresponding
consequence occurring or being exceeded
(this result takes into account the release
frequencies)
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Workshop on PSA applications. Sofia, Bulgaria. October 96

EXAMPLES OF LEVEL 3 PSA RESULTS

SUMT
IKTEKNAL ZVEKTS
99.SZ CVACOATIOR

**-.

SCM.T
IXTElUiAL CVEKTS

9 9 . S Z EVACUATION

UkTtNT CAMCXX rAUUTKS

Consequence measures calculated: Early fatalities &
latent cancer fatalities

These figures present the calculated curves showing four statistical
measures and one individual observation for Surry NPP (NUREG-1150-

20Y0I.2)



Workshop on PSA applications. Sofia, Bulgaria. October 96

EXAMPLES OF LEVEL 3 PSA RESULTS

Contribution of PDSs & Containment
failure bins to "X-NPP" risk

TEFC

SEFC

TEFC

EARLY FATALITY RISK

TEC L o u of off-site power: failure of auxiliary feedwater
and of feed and bleed: failure to restore AC power
in one hour (recovery prior to four hours); failure
of containment fans

SL Small LOCA. failure cf recircutatton: failure of
containment spray* and fan coolers

SE Lose of off-she power; toss of component cooling
and service water: 1«*4ure to restore AC poww in
eight rtours; failure of containment sprays and fan
coolers

LATENT FATALITY RISK

TEFC Lou of off-site power; failure of auxiliary
feedwater systems: failure of feed and bleed:
failure to restore AC power in one hour
{recovery prior to four houcsl

SLC Smalt COCA, failure of recircuiatton

SEFC Failure of component cooling water, causing
failure of a" charging *ntf safety injection
pumps: seat LOCA

SEC Loss of off-site power; failure of service water
system; failure to restore AC power m eight
tioors; failure of containment fans

Contribution of plant damage states to X-AffP r isk

BIN 19

BIN1
BIN 3

EARLY FATALCTY RISK

BIN 1 Bzriy containment failure with containment
spray* unavailable: reactor b at high pressure;
core debris uncooieDle: mnd no direct heating.

BIN 16 Same as BIN 1. with direct containment
heating

BIN 3 Containment faitura at time of m i l l failure:
reactor pressure is interme<fiate: containment
spravs operate until vessel breach, fait at
that time: debris bed not coolable.

BIN 10

BIN 10

BIN 19

LATENT FATALITY RISK

Late overpressure of containment: containment
sprays either fail before containment fails, or
fail later in the sequence: uncoolable debris
bed.

Late containment leakage (leak size
large enough to preclude rupture, but too amall
to deprescurize vhe containment)

Early containment failure by direct containment
heating: containment sprays operate following
containment failure, coolable debris bed.

Contribution of containment failure bins to
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Workshop on PSA applications. Sofia, Bulgaria. October 96

PROBABILISTIC CONSEQUENCE
ASSESSMENT (PCA) CODES

COSYMA (CEC, late 80s)

MACCS (U.S. NRC, late 80s)
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EMERGENCY PLANNING

WHAT? Development of strategies to protect the
public in situations of severe reactor
accident

WHY?

USE OF
PSA:

During the first hours of an
accident at a NPP, critical
decisions may be necessary
concerning actions to protect the
public

In the long term, balanced
protective actions will be required
in order to protect the public

Emergency plans and emergency
preparedness should be fully related to
the actual understanding of the severe
accident effects
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COUNTERMEASURES
OR PROTECTIVE ACTIONS

PCA codes allow the specification of a wide range of
emergency actions, and criteria for imposing and
withdrawing the actions

Short-Term: To reduce the doses from the early
exposures pathways

• Evacuation
• Sheltering
• Iodine tablets
• Decontamination of people

Long-Term: To reduce chronic exposure to
radiation

• Relocation
• Land decontamination
• Food bans
• Other long-term countermeasures (generally

not modelled in PCA codes): Changes to
agricultural practices, deep ploughing,
alternative feed, caesium binders,
alternative crops, alternative production, etc
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EFFECTIVENESS OF
EMERGENCY RESPONSE ACTIONS

(Examples)

PROBABILITY OF EXCEEDING 2 0 0 REM WH BODY
K»

90

so

70

eo

so

<c

30

20

10

0

EARLY CONTAINMENT FAILURE

1. CONTMJE NORMAL ACTIVITY
2. BASEMENT SHELTER
a START EVACUATION 1 1-B AFTER RELEASE
4. START EVACUATION .5 HF1S BEFORE REL

N ALL CASES PRISONS AR£ Ra.OCATeD f=ROM
AREAS 0 H=tS FROM RELEASE

_i i i - " -

-1 MLE 5 MLES

DISTANCE FROM REACTOR

-10

PROSASiLITY OF EXCESDNG 2 0 0 REM WH BODY

1ATE CONTAINMENT FAUJRE

1. CONTINUE NORMAL ACTIVITY
2. BASEMENT SHELTER
3. START EVACUATION 1 t-R AFTER RELEASE
4. START EVACUATION .5 H=tS BEFORE REL

N ALL CASES PERSONS ARE RELOCATHJ FROM
AREAS 6 I-RS FROM RELEASE

5 MLES-

C8STANCE FROtvl REACTOR

-10 MLES
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EXAMPLE

OF CONCLUSIONS DERIVED FROM SEVERE
ACCIDENT STUDIES ON THE
EFFECTIVENESS OF PROTECTIVE ACTIONS

• To be most effective, protective actions
(evacuation or shelter) must be taken before or
shortly after the start of a major radioactive
release to the atmosphere

• If a severe core damage accident occurs, people
should immediately evacuate areas near the
plant and remain in shelter elsewhere for the
immediate future

• Following a major radioactive release, the dose
from ground contamination may become very
significant in a few hours, requiring prompt
radiological monitoring to locate high levels of
ground contamination
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EXAMPLE

OF INITIATING CONDITIONS (PWR
SEQUENCES) FOR WHICH GENERAL
EMERGENCY (*) MIGHT BE DECLARED

• LOCA with ECCS failure

• Loss of feed-water and condensate systems with
failure of the emergency feed-water system

• Station blackout with failure of emergency feed-
water system

(*) GENERAL EMERGENCY: Events are in process or have occurred which
involve actual or imminent substantial core degradation or melting with potential
for loss of containment integrity. Predetermined protective actions for the
public will be initiated
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Use of PSA in the Regulatory Process

The important elements of so called risk-based regulation
concept were described in different IAEA reports and were a
subject of several international meetings.

Information on general application of PSA in the Regulatory
practices could be found in working materials from those meetings.
The main elements of the risk-based regulation concept are:

Ranking of safety systems components;

Identifying critical plant configurations;

Optimisation of maintenance periods;

Prioritization of maintenance activities by risk importance;

Identification of measures that enhance safety and reduce cost;

Justification of Technical Specification Changes;

etc.
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BULGARIAN REGULATORY BODY EXPERIENCE :

. DEVELOPMENT OF PSA

. REVIEW OF PSA STUDIES

. DEVELOPMENT OF LEGISLATIVE BASIS FOR
APPLICATION OF PSA IN THE LICENSING PROCESS

. GENERAL APPLICATION OF PSA FOR IMPROVEMENT
OF THE REGULATORY INSPECTIONS

. REQUIRED INSPECTORS TRAINING IN PSA GENERAL
KNOWLEDGE

. PSA CRITERIA FROM REGULATORY POINT OF VIEW

. STANDARDS AND GUIDELINES TO BE RECOMMENDED

. ETC.
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Use of PSA in the Regulatory Process

BULGARIAN REGULATORY BACKGROUND

Basically, the deterministic methods of classical safety
analysis are applied for the nuclear licensing procedure in the
Republic of Bulgaria. In these methods, a set of challenges to
safety is determined and an acceptable level of mitigation is
defined. Requirements concerning the safety related design of NPP
are oriented to prescribed design basic accidents. Boundary
conditions for the required safety analysis are deterministic and
conservative.

According to the existing old legislative basis no Probabilistic
Safety Assessment is required to be performed obligatory. It is
foreseen to develop further the regulatory guidelines and codes in
order to use the advantages of the PSA methodology and approach
for NPP safety upgrading.

PSA STUDIES FOR KOZLODUY NPP

Different PSA studies have been performed :

. TOP LEVEL RISK STUDY for units 1&2 and 3&4 - completed
in 1994

. PSA for units 5&6 - completed in 1995

• PSA for units 3&4 - to be completed in 1996

. PSA for units 1&2 - to be completed in 1997
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THE REGULATORY REVIEW OF THE STUDIES

The regulatory body of Bulgaria was involved in the peer
review of the probabilistic studies performed for Kozloduy. Several
IAEA review missions were organized for evaluation of the quality
of the study for VVER -1000 PSA project (units 5&6 of Kozloduy
NPP). The same process will be followed also for the other studies.

The Requirements to PSA studies from REGULATORY
point of view are:

- Due to the lack of national standards and PSA guidelines the
studies are required to be performed in accordance with well
accepted international standards for PSA, such as IAEA Procedures
for Conducting PSA of Nuclear Power Plants and other IAEA
PSA guidelines or USA NRC standards and guidelines;

- The study has to be well documented and supporting data
should be available for public review;

- Plant specific data is encouraged to be used where ever it is
possible;
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DEVELOPMENT OF LEGISLATIVE BASIS FOR
APPLICATION OF PSA IN THE LICENSING PROCESS

A draft of Policy statement on the Use of Probabilistic Safety
Assessment Methods in Nuclear Regulatory Activities was
developed and presented for consideration in the Regulatory Body.

Under RISK AUDIT activities for our Regulatory Body a
review of the draft is foreseen to be performed by Nil and AVN -
the regulatory bodies from UK and Belgium.

On the basis of this statement special procedure will be issued
for application of PSA in the Regulatory practices and necessary
amendment of the existing Regulations, Guides and Standards will
be performed. The following main issues will have to be covered:

Reliability analysis will be required to be submitted together will
other documents by the licensee when significant changes are
imposed in safety important system. The reliability analyses will
be part of the necessary documentation required for issuing a
permission for the safety system modification.

PSA techniques will be required to be applied to assess the
safety importance of operating reactor events.
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Use of PSA in the Regulatory Process

PSA techniques will be required to be applied to assess the new
developed emergency procedures in order to demonstrate that
different possibilities for accident development have been taken
into account while creating the procedure.

The results from the available PSA studies will be required to be
utilised in the optimisation of the full scope simulator procedures
for operator training. The simulator will be installed in
Kozloduy NPP in near future.

PSA level 1 will be recommended to be included in the scope of
the documents for PERIODIC SAFETY REVIEW of the
Bulgarian NPP units.

PSA studies will be required to be included in the Safety
Analysis Reports for new nuclear power facilities.

PSA techniques will be required to be applied to assess the
prioritization of the safety improvement measures proposed in
different safety upgrading programmes for ensuring safe
operation of NPP Kozloduy units by the end of their rest life
time.
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Use of PSA in the Regulatory Process

GENERAL APPLICATION OF PSA FOR IMPROVEMENT
OF THE REGULATORY INSPECTIONS

The main questionable arias are:

to what degree of details the inspectors have to be aware of the
PSA methodology?

what kind of training do they need in this field?

how to optimise the inspections activities based on the results of
PSA?

In the framework of the EO support activities for
strengthening our Regulatory Body a transfer of knowledge on this
special items is foreseen for next year.
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Use of PSA in the Regulatory Process

PSA CRITERIA FROM REGULATORY POINT OF VIEW

There is a lack of national standards and guides in this field
in Bulgaria.

The probabilistic approach is used as a complementary tool to
the deterministic methods for assessment of NPP safety.

The following IAEA Standards and Safety Series are
recommended to be applied:

No 75-INSAG - 5
The Safety of Nuclear Power

No 75-INSAG - 6
Probabilistic Safety Assessment

Safety Series No 106
Role of Probabilistic Safety Assessment

SAFETY GOALS AND SUBSIDIARY NUMERICAL
OBJECTIVES ARE TO BE USED WITH APPROPRIATE
CONSIDERATION OF UNCERTAINTIES IN MAKING
REGULATORY JUDGEMENTS.
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Use of PSA in the Regulatory Process

CONCLUSION

THE REGULATORY BODY OF BULGARIA IS GOING TO
USE THE RESULTS FROM PSA STUDIES IN THE
LICENSING PROCESS. PROBABILISTIC AND
DETERMINISTIC METHODS ARE CONSIDERED AS
COMPLEMENTARY; EACH STRENGTHENS THE OTHER.
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LIVING PSA
- Primary purpose
-Scope of the PSA
- Acceptance of the PSA by

-NPP
- Regulatory

- Useability of the PSA when it has been
completed

APPLICATIONS
- The applications of the PSA can be

considered on three levels
- The solution of vulnerabilities in the

areas of design and operation
- The implementation of applications

which can lead to an improvement in
operational safety, event evaluation, and
configuration control

- Applications which can be identified as
leading directly to risk based operation,
but for which no standards yet exist
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SOLUTION OF VULNERABILITIES
- The identification of changes to plant design

based on the results of the PSA has always
been the first application of an accepted
PSA. In some cases the change is so clear
that no cost/risk benefit has been performed
(introduction of an additional diesel
generator at many plants which only had 2).
In others a number of design changes are
selected from a much larger list, based risk
benefit/cost optimisation.

- The identification of changes in procedures,
routine operations, for example testing
schedules, and directed training, has
always been the second application.

OPERATIONAL SAFETY
- Justification for continuing operation(JCO)

has been the first operational application of
the PSA. In this useage the plant will, from
time, request relaxation of a technical
specification on the basis the the activity
will be completed in a specific period of
time and that the PSA shows that the core
damage probability associated with the
activity is acceptable. Temporary plant
modifications also fall into this category.

- Event Evaluation is being performed by
regulatory bodies as a means of
determining if there are some underlying
safety issues which may indicate an
inherent vulnerability not shown at the first
level of the PSA.
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OPERATIONAL SAFETY
- Configu rational control, from the

perspective of risk, is being practised in the
planning and performance of maintenance,
at plants where any major design and
operational issues have been resolved.

- Similarly the completion of the
understanding of the issues related to core
damage leads on to looking more closely at
the severe accident issues, through the use
of the level 2 PSA, and the development of
accident management procedures.

APPLICATIONS UNDER DEVELOPMENT
- Risk based optimisation of technical

specifications.
- Allowed outage times and risk based

regulations in general.
- Evaluation of aging contribution to risk
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REQUIREMENTS AND APPLICATIONS
OF LIVING PSA (LPSA)

This activity will serve as a means to exchange information on generic and specific
issues in relation to Living PSA

The objective is to prepare a document that gives a widely accepted definition of
the concept "Living PSA", and compiles good practices on the performance of
specific tasks related to LPSA, i.e. models, data, updating requirements, etc

This document stresses the double sense of the concept "living" in the LPSA
context. A living PSA is living because it is regularly updated in order to be a true
representation of the plant, and it is living because it is a tool that can be
continuously used in the enhancement and understanding of plant safety

Special attention will be paid to LPSA documentation, as experience shows the
importance of this area when PSA is used for applications

PSA APPLICATIONS AND TOOLS
TO IMPROVE NPP SAFETY

The objectives of this activity are:

• To keep track of developments regarding PSA applications and tools among the
Member States in order to focus efforts on the most important applications,
especially those that might have the largest impact on NPP safety

• To develop specific detailed procedures for the main PSA applications

RISK-BASED SAFETY INDICATORS

• The IAEA draft document on "Safety Indicators" explores risk as one of the
indicators (but not the only one) to monitor NPP safety performance

• An indication of risk might be obtained from "standard" safety indicators but PSA
is the ideal tool to measure the risk associated with the NPP

• In this framework, the objective of this activity is to propose which measures, out
of the many PSA-based possibilities, can be tracked and recorded as adequate
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safety indicators, how to obtain them, and what are the PSA requirements in order
for it to be used as a safety indicator tool

USE OF PSA TO OPTIMIZE MAINTENANCE

• The objective of this activity is to draft a document to provide information and
good practices on how to use PSA to establish optimum maintenance strategies in
terms of safety

• This includes PSA requirements in order to be able to address this application, and
detailed information on how to treat the impact of maintenance on the PSA models
and events

• The draft report defines the role of PSA in the maintenance optimization process

• This draft report discusses acceptance criteria for the optimization process

• The document provides information on management, organization and resources
for the application

USE OF PSA FOR REGULATORY
DECISION-MAKING

• Historical perspectives, concepts, objectives and implications of risk-based
regulations and PSA training for regulatory staff have been discussed and the
conclusions compiled in a draft report

• Two type of regulatory decisions based on NPP risk have been considered, long
term regulatory decisions and short term or interim regulatory decisions

• PSA requirements for both types of decisions have been defined within this activity
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WORKSHOP ON PSA APPLICATIONS
SOFIA BULGARIA
7 - 1 1 October 1996

PROGRAMME

8.30-10.00

10.00-10.30

10.30-12.00

12.00-13.30

13.30-15.00

15.00-15.30

15.30-17.00

MONDAY

Welcome to
participants &
opening of the
workshop
(V. Ranguelova)

Objectives and
structure of the
workshop
(A. Gomez)

TUESDAY

Introduction to
PSA applications
(M. Evans)

Use of PSA for
design
modifications and
backfitting
(M. Evans)

WEDNESDAY

Use of PSA to
optimize
Technical
Specifications
(T. Szikszai)

THURSDAY

PSA, Living PSA
and Risk
Monitoring. Key
differences and
conversion
(E. Kitchev)

Examples of uses
of PSA in RBMK
reactors
(A. Bagdonas)

FRIDAY

Use of PSA to
support
emergency
planning at NPPs
(A. Gomez)

Use of PSA in
the Regulatory
Process
(V. Ranguelova)

COFFEE BREAK

The role of PSA
in safety
management
(T. Szikszai)

Overview of PSA
(M. Evans)

Use of PSA to
optimize
maintenance
(T. Szikszai)

Top level risk
study for units 1
to 4 at NPP
Kozloduy
(I. Shishkova)

Risk-based
configuration
control
(T. Szikszai)

IAEA activities
in the field of
PSA applications
(A. Gomez)

Workshop
evaluation

Closing of the
workshop
(V. Ranguelova)

LUNCH BREAK

Importance
Measures
(A. Gomez)

Living PSA
(M. Evans)

Risk Monitors
(M. Evans)

Risk-based safety
indicators
(T. Szikszai)

Workshop on PSA
applications
(T.Szikszai, M.
Evans)

COFFEE BREAK

Living PSA
(cont.)
(M. Evans)

PSA-based
evaluation and
rating of
operational events
(A. Gomez)

Use of PSA to
support accident
management at
NPPs
(A. Gomez)

Workshop on PSA
applications
(M. Evans, T.
Szikszai)
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